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Gas Leak-Causes Evacuation of
Rosenthal
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By Judith Francois
StaffWriter

A gas leak from a buried oil
tank caused the evacuation of the
Rosenthal cafeteria around
noon on Thursday, September 1.
Sixty to 70 people were
evacuated from of the cafeteria
because employees and diners _
smelled gas · in the building.
Employees , who worked in the
di11ing hall stated that they ·could ·

Please See GAS
Page 6

New mascot choices
gear up for v~ting
Page 12
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Davie Fire Department monitors blaze as gas is dispelled. Photo by Greg
Kyriakakis

NSU
Blue and White
Affair at NSU

Some Gathered, Others Partied
Hurricane Katrina leaves· Florida in. the darkBy Rana Chodhry
News Editor

As Tropical Storm Katrinaformerly a hurricane a varying
strengths-barreled its way north
through Louisiana and Mississippi _
earlier this week, NSU freshman
Matthew Eterginio recalled an
incarnation of the storm which
brought students together at
Goodwin Resident Halls.
"Wh en th e power went out,"
he said, "one of my friends started
playing the guitar out in the hallway
and everyone gathered around. It
was pretty cool."
Eterginio ate cold Chef
Boyardee canned pasta meals and
hung out with friends for many
hours in Goodwin's dark, unlit
Above:
Burdier
hallways Thursday and Friday.
and Linda stocked
At Founders Residence Hall,
up on water and
the scene was anything but mellow.
food supplies before
Transfer student Angeli
Hurricane Katrina.
Photo
by
Rafia
Burdier, 23, said some students
~hodhry
threw a Hurricane Party on Thursday
night.
Right:
Hurricane
"It was really bad," she said.
Katrina at about
"There was a lot of screaming, yelling,
noon on Tuesday.
Photo from npr.org.
drinking all through the night."
Another Founders' resident,
who identified herself simply as
Linda, said, "Students actually
laugh because there were only three
brought a pool inside the living
floor!,
to the building," Linda said.
room of the Founders and almost all
NSU's
main
campus
was
were drunk."
dosed for two days last week
One student was so drunk
as - Hurricane
Katrina
made
that he needed to be escorted to his
landfall,
delaying
the
publication
of
room, Founders' residents recalled.
The Knight.
When he was asked what room he
When the storm - at the
was in, he said 422. "We started to
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time a Category 1- made landfall
Thursday, it flooded parts of South
Florida and knocked out power lines,
leaving more than 1 million people
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NSU Students, Faculty Remember Slain
Optometry Student
Silent Witness Initiative plans display on NSU campus
after shooting
By Rafia Chodhry
News Editor
Caroline Cullen
StaffWriter

Peraud, 29, fired 30 shots before
her back, abduct her or kill her,
If CanHappen to Anyone
turning the gun on himsel£
acc<:mling to published reports.
-A woman is beaten every 9
seconds
D~vie police spokesman Lt.
"He went there to see her,
-17% of all pregnant women
Bill Banford declined a request for a
and when he didn't ·get the reaction
are battered
police report since the investigation is
from her he was looking for, it
- Battering accounts for 25%
Assistant Dean Lewis Reich still active and the reports are sealed.
appears he just snapped," Banford
of
all female suicide attempts
best remembers Nichola Seegobin as
Searching of Peraud's rented
told the Sun-Sentinel shortly after
and
4,000 homicides annually
someone with a permanent smile on Chevrolet revealed candy and flowers
her face.
in the front seat and several gallons of
*Statistics compUed by Women
"She was a very diligent gasoline in the trunk. Police suspect
in Distress
Page4
student who did what she needed that he was either planning to win
to do," said Reich, Assistant Dean
of Student Affairs at the College of
Optometry and Seegobin's visual
optics professor. "Somebody who was
always smiling, wasn't a complainer."
Seegobin, 25, was murdered
in the parking lot of her Davie
apartment on July 27 by her exboyfriend Mohan Peraud.
Domestic Violence Awareness
Originally from Orlando, .
October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month
Seegobin shared an apartment with
friends at Poinciana Lakes, 2630 S.
Reserve the Silent Witnesses Today!
University Dr., a mile from NSU
campus. Both her roommate and
friends declined to be interviewed
Contact Camilla Eubanks at NCCADV
for this story.
for use of the Silent Witnesses in your community.
According to reports in The
(888) 232:-9124.
Miami Herald and Sun-Sentinel,

Please See SLAIN

Remember Me...
Silent Witness

Initiative
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:N ews from Around;t·he World

Bizarre Briefs ll

Complied by Paul Saneau~
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North Am,erica

I

Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis

Free to "Mate" in Australian Parliament

War protests invigorated

.l

The search for a resolution to the ongoing conflict in Iraq has

I

A complaint by an Australian . government
department head which led to the . banning of the
term "mate" to address members of parliament or the
visiting public has been [tlb: 1,~..;. .. :>!,.;.' t:·:Jlsf;'fi
overturned.
Reuters
reported that following
tremendous
protest,
parliament staff can
freely vocalize
the
famous colloquialism
albeit at their
discretion. During .the
one day ban, Prime ~
Minister John Howard
blasted it as "absurd
and impractical," while
the
forme{
Prime
Minister declared it to ... . =m t! WIHll'll' ' " ·HM':

been revitalized by a grieving mother, Cindy Sheehan. Her son Casey . .
was killed in Iraq last year and Sheehan is asking Bush to explain the
"noble cause" he died fighting for. Conservatives have become irritated
by Sheehan's persistence and the growing support she is attracting. Some
have gone as far as labeling Sheehan as a "kook" solely seeking attention
I from the media. Supporters, on the hand, have gone as far as planning a
2,f liour vigil Saturday for Cindy, praising her search for truth. Debate on
both si.des of the issue has been reignited due to Sheehan's activism. For

I
I

more information visit www.sfgate.com.
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Europe

Officiars urge to stop ~global warming

Environmental ministers and officials from 23 European countries met in Iluli:ssat, Greenland
on August 19 to assess a region of glaciers that is retreating. The worst scene witnessed by the officials
was the Sermeq Kullajeq glacier that has "retreated nearly seven miles since 1960;" It became clear to
the ministers that global warming was not a problem to ignore. Connie Hedegaard, the environment
minister of Denmark, said "we have to act, we cannot afford inaction." The evidence was enough to
convince both supporters and enemies of the Kyoto Protocol which "aims to counter global warmjng
by reducing emissions of greep.house gases." Official's ~are, working towards promoting the use of
cleaner energy technologies. For more informatio'n visit www.bostonherald.com.

be "pomposity gone mad."

Middle East
Robot Monster Fools Many

US Navy ship attacked in Jordan
\!.

Lucy th<:: Loch Ness Monster startled about
six-hundred spectators at ' the famous Scottish lake
according to an AFP report. Britain's Channel Five
television station constructed a 440 pound animatronic
mock-up of the legendary beast for an upcoming special
and let it roam the lake. Chris Shaw, a senior employee
of the station, said that "The Loch Ness Monster is one
of the world's most enduring myths, and we thought
it would be fascinating tQ see. if the gener al public, fed~
on a diet of movie special effects, could still believe in
Nessie." Some were impressed by the creature, while
others merely thought it to be part of the tour.

Climbers Battle for Summit Interview
Those looking to work for Japanese apparel
company ImageNet Co. will have to literally climb their
way up the corporate ladder, or in this case mountain.
The Internet retailer will hire its newest employees based
·
on their ability
to successfully
scale the 12,388
foot Mount Fuji.
A Reuters report
stated that of
50 .·
hopeful
. . .
·e.mployees, only ·
four ~ill -b:e· htred _aftt r :r¢a~hi:rrg ·the su~mit ,where ·
9: .,

· · ··".-.:.
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·. interviews with company ~~x;e.cutives will take place.

Buy the Right to Die in a Book!

,

,.• , ;,,.,...{\t least three rockets were launched against the USS Ashland while in po,~t early August 19.
One rocket narrowly missed the docked assault ship and killed a Jordania11, saiior ,in-a nearby army
warehouse. The other rockets struck Israeli soil. S4on after the arrack, a group associated with the
al-Qaidaissued a statement on the Internet claiming responsibility. The Katyusha rocket launcher !
iI and rp.ore rockets were found the next day in another warehouse
by security forces. This
led officials
Ii
,
.
.
-~ o arrest "several lr.aq__. is,. Syri_ans, Egyptians a_n d Jordan.ians.'"'Tue number of detained• sus. p...ects has not'l
'
!
. been released. , Iior _flWT~~~news.aoi..com ,~-:-------- .· ~ --.- . - ~ - -:--~
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Vioxx manufacturer loses wrongful de~th case ,

2

·

.

The giant pharmaceutical company Merck wa_;, found guilty in
the wrongful death case brought by Carol Ernst, the widow of
a 59-year-old triathlete. According to ABC N~s, Robert Ernst

_

__ .., " _

I
,!

I
·1-

I

I

_ :~

·

·•--· ·~-.<

di~d ~n 1:1ayi200~, d~ew "heart failure after using Vioxx to_t~eat

i

I
I
I

i

e l~"',.,_~--~ pam m his hands. Carol Ernst collected more than $235 mill10n I
~
J in damages after the August 20 verdict concluded that Vioxx

._ .

, harmfully increases the risk of herrt attacks and stroke among

i
1

I

··
its users. Merck, however, still "maintains that it has not been
proven that Vioxx was behind the death" and plans to appeal the verdict. Before the "$2.5, billion-a- !
ye;Jl:r ~eJJer" was pulled from the shelves more than 20 million people 'Yorldwide took the drug. For
more information visit www.abc.net.
i·

I

~

I

Europe
,

l

Portugal seeks help·with f~res
Portugal's Interior- M,ifl,ist<et .Ant,o.nio Costa sem out a message

. f August 21 t~ neighboring count~ies in search of as~istance, according to
I

a report by BBC News. Approximately 20 large wildfires ravaged more
j than 350,000 acres offarmland. In response to Costa's.plea, Spain, France,
I italy, and Germany volunteered several aircraft and heli~opters to help
j. combat the flames. Within the first week the fires claimed the lives of at
1

.

least 11 ~refi~.hters :°'d four civil!ans, accordiU:g to t~e Associated Pres.s,;
· - Costa said this was . one of the worst years we ve had for fires recently.
! Portugal is also suffering _from the worst drought in decades. For more
·t.i

!

information visit www.news.bbc.co.uk.

t

Authors Stephen King · and John Grisham are
among. 16 novelists aucti~ning off a character in
an upcoming book named after the highest bidder.
Reuters reported that the auction will benefit the First
Amendment Project, a non-profit group "that promotes
freedom of information and · expression.'' Grisham .
promises that his for-sale character will appear "in a
good light:'' while King will likely kill off h is buyer's
character, who will be eaten by cell phone radiated
zombies. eBay will host the auction, occurring between
September 1 and September 25.

Asia
North Korea may abandon nuclear program
South Korea's foreign minister Ban Ki..Moon told Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice that North Korea may be willing to end its
nuclear plans. !twas reported by The Guardian that Ki-Moon was
in Washington August 21 and he "raised the possibility that the
North might . .. pursue· peacefi4l" nudear activities in the future." _
Plans discussed at the international talks included dismantling
nuclear weapons and endihg all weapon development programs.
"Then the trust will be restored and the talks for a peaceful use of
the nuclear energy should be opened," Ki-Moon said. The Bush
administration still feels that North Korea should be completely nuclear-free, hpwever. "We don't
really feel they need to get involved with nuclear. energy in the future," said, As~istant Secretary of
State Christopher Hill. For more information visit www.guardian.co.uk.
1>::~;::;;.;.;;:•:,:.:,::;:.<;:J~.q,,1i::::.::.;::u,:::~
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New Parking Regulations Bring Controversy
Expanding university leads to -more restriction
By Greg Kyriakakis

StaffWriter
Modifications
to
NSU's
student parking regulations went into
effect on August 13, 2005, as university
officials attempt to cope with the
demands of expanding enrollment and
the addition of the University Center.
Residents of all NSU dorm facilities
may only park in the designated lots
near residence halls, while commuters
and other visitors are prohibited from
parking in these lots.
Director of Housing Anthony
DeSantis recognizes that "parking
is a huge issue." Residential Life and
Housing decided that guaranteeing
NSU residents a parking space dose
to their hall was the department's top
priority. Since the University Center
is located near the residence -halls,
DeSantis feared that the expected 500
to 1,000 additional people on campus
would attempt to park their cars in
spaces typically used by residents. He
hopes that the new policy will "ensure
parking is preserved/or residents
. when the facility opens.
Visitors to the residence halls
must park in the Mailman Hollywood
Building lot nearest to the Leo
Goodwin Hall between 5 p.m; and 8
a.m., Monday through Friday, and all
day on weekends. If visiting at other
times, guests are encouraged to use the
visitor parking garage near the Alvin ·
Sherman Library. Color-coded lots will
be used so students can easily identify
where they can safely park without fear
of a ticket or towing.
Some students are unhappy
with the university's decision. A popular
petition started by NSU students,
including Melissa Hubbard and Leaser
Campbell, has been circulating the
campus and gaini~g many signatures.
The two decided to take action
after being employed in the library

Residence hall lots have been designated for parking by residents only. Photo by Greg Kyriakakis

computer lab over the summer and · both "walkers and people waiting
starting the semester with a surprise. outside for the shuttle."
''About a week before we even were
In addition to an expanded
scheduled to move back on campus, · shuttle service, DeSantis is excited
[NSU] stopped letting us park in about a- free bike rental program
the garage and our student cards no for . residents scheduled to begin on
longer opened .the gate," explained September 12. Although details are not
Hubbard.
finalized, DeSantis explained that 21
University officials understand bikes will be available for students to use
that students will be frustrated by around campus, rather than walking.
the changes and are working to add . He expects the program, which began
mote frequent stops by an expanded with the help of automobile dealer
shuttle fleet to alleviate parking angst. Rick Case, to expand by 20 bikes each ·
DeSantis said that two new shuttles year.
are in service and stop at designated
If Hubbard's pennon is not
locations every _ten minutes. Dorm successful at restoring the original
residents are encouraged to use the parking regulations, she is at least ·
shuttle if they do not want to stroll to · hoping for NSU to · grant some
class, but as Hubbard's petition notes, exceptions "for students who work on
South Florida's . frequent inclement . · campus at night, or students who have
weather creates safety concerns for internships or jobs off campus and

need to go to class right afterwards."
Allowing them to utilize the Parker
garage or · closer lots rather than
parking their cars at the residence
halls and walking to class would be
an important victory for the Hubbard
and her supporters.
Despite
upsetting
some
students, DeSantis assured that "the
decision .was made to benefit them
and not to hurt them." He noted that
most universities do not accommodate
residential parking as well as NSU,
citing the University of Florida, which
has to shuttle students to residential
halls from distant lots. DeSantis also
sees an important upside to the new
rules; it is the beginning of a closer
NSU community, as more st~dents
walk through campus and engage in
conversation.

SLAIN
Continued from page 2

Exhibit to raise awareness
of domestic violence
the shooting.
.
To remember Seegobin and
other victims of domestic violence,
NSU will participate in Silent Witness,
a program sponsored by Women in
Distress, on Sept. 30.
A group of artists and writers,
angered by the growing number of
women being murdered by their
partners and acquaintances, started
the Silent Witness National Initiative
in 1990.
Each local commemoration
includes 26 free-standing, life-sized
red wooden figures, each one bearing
the name of a woman whose life ended

violently at the hands of a husband, exhusband, partner, or acquaintance.
"Seegobin's name will be added
to one of the figures and strategically
placed on NSU's Main Campus,"
· said Sheryl Schwab, LMHC, Director
of Outreach Services for Women in
Distress.
Campus organizers have not
announced a location for the event.
Regardless of where she stands,
students and faculty will be unable
to escape the realities of domestic
violence, and the untimely end it has
brought to one of our own.

NSU athletes celebrate the lowering of the light beam onto the roof of the ·
University Center. Photo courtesy Office of Public Affairs .

Raising the ~Roof
By Nicolle Garber

StaffWriter
. A 150 foot long beam was
lowered onto the roof of the main
arena of the University Center,
a multi-purpose facility. being
constructed south of the Alvin
Sherman Library. The Center is
scheduled to open in April 2006.

Chris Hannaka, a project
·engineers, said the beam was the final
piete of the main structure of the
~uilding. Soon, students and faculty .
will be walking its corridors, playing
basketball on its newly painted courts,
or attending a show in the brand new
performing arts center.
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Left: Flood waters quickly rose in New Orleans
when toppled sand piles caused a major levee to
break. Photo from www.cnn.com/ Calvin Sylvester
and Francisco Fernandez.
Below: Over 10,000 people took refuge in the
damaged Louisiana Superdome as Katrina _struck
New Orleans. Photo from www.cnn.com/ Jan
Genemans.

.·Katrina .Exceeds Forecasters' Predictions
By Paul Saneaux

StaffWriter

When Hurricane Katrina
made landfaH along the eastern coast
of South Florida on Thursday, August
25, Floridians prepared with the same
amount of anxiety as usual. Many ·
businesses had their shops and stores
boarded with plywood and numerous
grocery stores were drained of bottled
water. · Some residents, most likely
vete~ans of Florida's erratic weather
patterns, did not bother to prepare
for . what they considered a mere
Category _1 storm. Nevertheless, the
news stations waited eagerly as the
hurricane approached.
Florida did suffer at the hands
of Katrina, but South Floridians can
be thankful that the storm was not as
powerful as it became upon entering
the warm waters of the Gulf ofMexico.
Katrina was quickly upgraded to
Category 5 as it approached Louisiana
and Mississippi.
As soon as the storm cleared,
it became apparent that Katrina is the
most devastating natural disaster in
US history. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency has estimated a
cost of damages of over $25 billion.
Unfortunately, New Orleans sits in a
"bowl-shaped depression" that is up
to "ten feet below sea level."

NSU to Host Tulane Students

Levees that protected the
vulnerable city could not withstand
After floodwaters covered much of New Orleans, many
the 25-foot storm surge and quickly
tudents
found themselves without a University.
gave way. Witnesses actually saw the
One
such individual, a third year law student from Tulane Universi
flood wat~rs rising as they fled to .
·
n
New
Orleans,
will be arriving at NSU on the morning of Sept. 6, accordin
their attics and roofs, according to
o Assistant Director of Public Affairs Mara Kiffin. NSU's Shepherd Broad La·
the.Associated Press. Some areas were
enter is in talks with several other students from Tulane, but has yet wreceiv,
spared with qnly 15 inches of rain,
onfirmation of other students' intentions to attend.
but other areas, such as Waveland,
Mississippi, and others on the
southern shore of Lake Ponchartain ·
in Louisiana suffered more than 15
feet of muddy water.
As ofAugust 29, over 540,000
.
Much like the relief efforts for the Southeast Asia tsunami victims,
victims are staying in 240 shelters 1
the Office of Community Service is organizing opportunities for the NSU
in Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
community to help the desperate families and victims in affected areas. In
and Texas. Conditions deteriorated
cooperation with ARAMARK Food service, the Rosenthal Dining Hall and
rapidly at the Louisiana Superdome
the HPD Cafe will donate $2 from every purchase to the Hurricane Katrina
where more than 10,000 displaced
Relief Effort: ''All you can eat" meals will cost $6.13 plus tax at the Rosenthal
citizens experienced terrible living
Dining Hall, and donations will be collected from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in both ' '
conditions; . the generators powered
the Rosental and HPD cafeterias on September 8.
the lighting systems but not the air
In addition,' donation jars will be placed in the Supreme Court Cafe
conditioners, plumbing overflowed,
in the Shepard Broad Law School, the Monty's Cafe in the Carl DeSantis
and temperatures reached sweltering
Building, the Connections Cafe in the Alvin Sherman Library, and the Flight
heights as people crowded together.
Deck. Cash and checks will be accepted, and all ~f the funds collected will
The situation became worse
go directly to the Relief Effort. Checks can be made out to the "American
.in New Orleans when looters, _mobs,
Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund" with Hurricane Katrina written on the
and armed citizens broke into stores
i memo line. Donation Jars will be at the aforementioned sites on September
and began firing at rescue helicopters
6 through 9.
and personnel. Panic and fear took
Students can also make donations at the NSU Exploration Week
control of many as supplies dwindled
Passport Party at the Athletic and Student Affairs Building on September 9 .
and frustrations increased.
. from 5 to 9:30 p_.m.

Chances to Help·Hurricane Katrina
Victims Available at NSU

Information c_ourtesy of www.cnn.com.

1..

I nfOffYJ,ation .cour~e~y(Jfth~ . Qffec~ ofyo funteerisrn 0ncl Conzmynity S,ervice~ .

Higher Demand For Gas Inflates Prices
Gas prices soared to and prices continue to rise.
record highs across the nation in
·
On Wednesday, President
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Bush tapped the national oil reserve
which shut down about 95 percent of to ensure that refineries can run at
the crude oil production in the Gulf full capacity. Bush will release up to
of Mexico when it destroyed many 5 million barrels of crude oil per day
pipelines a:nd oil refiperies. .
- · . &om the .727 million-:-barrel national
·. Before H4rrkane Katrina, ,. resel:'Ve, • according to the ;national
gas prices reached a national average · reserve Web site and Th/Associated
of $2.63 per gallon, according to the Press.
U.S. Department of Energy Web
At the end of last week,
site. That was $1.10 higher than the prices for regular gas rang~d from
national average from one year ago $2.65 to $3.15 in the Ft. Lauderdale

area. Elsewhere in the state, prices hit
as high as $3.29, according to www.
gasbuddy.com.
To help get used to higher
prices, the U.S. Department of
Energy suggests . that: drivers avoid
rapid accelerating and braking; watch
the. speed limit because gas ..mileage
decreases quickly at s-p~eds above 66
mph; remove excess weight by taking
unnecessary items out of your vehicle;
use cruise control on highways; · and
turn vehicles . off when waiting for

someone.
· Another reason gas prices
are so high is that there is also more
pressure on oil production from
China and the former Soviet-bloc.
Sources say this . is because China
and the fonner Soviet-bloc started
using~'petroleum. '. as· a 'fuel source
recently, an'd they don't produc~ oil
for themselves and have to import it.

Original story by David Jankowski,
Daily O'Collegian (Oklahoma State
U)

.
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Freshmen Get Acquainted with NSU at Got Wood
By Nicolle Garber
StaffWriter

event.
"It is such a great way to meet
people," said freshman Francesca
Torres, a pre-med student who
stumbled upon the Aug. 19 event not
knowing what is was about:
Clubs and organizations
present at Got Wood· hosted games
that were related to their mission at
NSU.
The chopstick game, for
example, was designed to introduce
the NSU campus to Asia_n culture . At
the Psychology Club's table, students
played "Shave the Brain," a game in
which competitors used disposable
razors to remove shaving cream off
balloons without popping them.
A big hit were the light-up
shot glasses which were prizes at the
Kappa Sigma blackjack game:
"I love the light-up shot glasses
although I'm not a big drinker," said
sophomore Elizabeth Bond as she
held three glasses, flashing blue and

Derek Sham, a burly
sophomore with short black hair,
leaned over a glass bowl filled with
water and plastic balls with smiley
faces painted on them. With an
intense expression on his face, he
usea wooden chopsticks to quickly
lift the balls out ofthe bowl.
His challenge was to take out
as many balls as possible and beat
his opponent, which was a petite
Asian-American girl who belonged
to the newly formed Asian Student
Association.
All around them, students
gulped energy drinks and listened
to a mixture of live and recorded
music.
This .was Got Wood, an
annual event held behind Goodwin
Hall to introduce new students to
campus life. At least 100 freshmen
and transfer students attended the

green lights in her hand.
Prizes at other booths were
miscellaneous items which could be
purchases at local novelty shops.
Not everyone walked away
with a prize. Sham left the event
empted handed when he was beaten
by his female opponent at the ASA
booth. Megan McDonald, a freshman
majoring in athletic training, was
unable to toss a plastic ball into ·the
rings at the Residential Life booth,
where the prize was a gold fish.
"I was bummed that I didn't
get a tree fish," McDonald said. "But
I'm still having fun."
Students who are literally
·"fresh" to the NSU scene, said it was
a valuable experience.
"It is a great way to meet
people and get involved," said jenny
Sulkey, a freshman majoring in
education.
"Getting free stuff isn't too
bad either."

Welcome Back:
.Hypnotist Party
By Judith Francois
StaffWrite~

Residential
Life
and
Housing's annual Welcome Back
party hypnotized new and returning
students as part of Welcome Week
2005. ·
The Welcome Back party
took place on Monday, August, and
included an after party in the Flight
Deck. Among the 187 students
who attended the party, close to a
dozen students from the audience
were hypnotized during the two
hours while the audience laughed
and enjoyed their performances.
Traveling
hypnotist
Andrew
Becker, who performs in college
campuses across the nation, claims
that his self hypn~sis CDs can help
people lose weight, stop smoking
and perform be"tter in school.

Research and Save Hun·dreds of Dollars on Textbooks
By Alisha VanHoose
Editor-in-Chief

battered can often pick them up
prices and offer several different sites
With the average textbook online or ·from classmates who have
that have the book in stock. While
running between $70 and $150 in already taken the class but couldn't · the published prices on these wide
the NSU bookstore, it is no wonder necessarily sell their books back
searches may not always be 100%
that many students are starting each because of watei; damage or excessive · accurate, they are a good start for a
semester with empty pockets.
highlighting. These books may be a
student looking for a bargain.
Many
students
spend little hard to track down, but they
Borrowing
books
from
upwards of $500 each semester for can save a student a lot of money.
friends is also a great way to save
their books, and while some may
Internet retailers are one
some cash. Not everyone can manage
like the convenience of being able to major source of less . expensive
to take classes with their buddies,
walk in and purchase their textbooks textbooks, whether new or used.
~nd it's easy to make that into a good
right away, other students are looking . Large corporate "sites like Barnes and
thing by taking classes on opposite
for deals, and with a little research, Noble or Amazon and auction sites
rotations and swapping books at the
they're not really hard to find.
like eBay's Half.com all offer books at
end of the semester, especially when
One way to save money on prices at least slightly lower than the
it comes to electives.
book!, is to track down used copies, price of a new book on campus, and
One last way to save on
even if the campus bookstore doesn't sometimes the difference can be major.
books doesn't always work, but it
have any in stock. Students who Other sites, like cheaptextbooks.com,
never hurts to check with a professor
don't mind their books being a bit search the internet for the lowest
to see if they're allow it: using the old

edition. Some books only change a
paragraph or two, or perhaps only
the homework problems. In these
cases, some professors permit the
older edition. Some even make
allowances for those students using
it by digging up old homework
assignments or cover those few
· paragraphs a little differently. Other
professors are more comfortable
. with the old edition, and prefer not
to switch.
It may be a little late for
this semester, but next semester and
beyond that, start looking for your
books early. You could save yourself
up to a couple hundred bucks.

Price comparisons of new and used NSU textbooks at various locations
.

NSU
NSU
Bookstore , Bookstore
New
Used
BIOL 1500

-

Biological ·
Investigations

Half.com
BN.com
BN.comused
Amazon.com Ama~on.com
Half.com average
New with (with and w/out
new
marketplace
price range
Membership membership)

BN.com
New

Biology I
:c'

87.35

65.55

84.75

76.27

147.95

111.00

137.33

123.59

-

Biology

N/A
(New Edition)
N/A(New .
Edition)

-· ,

MATH 1040

College Algebra

Intermediate
Algebra

PSYC2330

COMP2000
Everything's an
Argument

130.46

68.00-92.75

60.00+

110.00-129.95 98.99+

,.

95.25

70-80
120

~

71.45

Interpersonal
Communication

Interpersonal
Communication

79.69

102.67

92.4

77.10/69.39

97.54

54.95-77.00

18.00+

55

55

,
•.

,.

87.35

65.55

~rl

~

72.6

65.34

54.60/49.14

68.97

46.28-58.53

51.99+

53.15

35.28-50.00

N/A .

Advanced ·
College Writing
.

56.85

42.65

54.75

49.27

41.65/37.48

N/ A

.

/(nightlife
Ld!r Tai,k, ~~ Sex,
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Invitations for All New NSU Students

&uy~..

Join the rest of campus on The .Facebook

Caroline Cullen

By Alaina Siminovsky

siminovs@nova.edu

This is a wak{t up call to all of my peeis•.. so listen
• 'lAQ< •
19·,:N'i\f
.·.· no
. excuse,
. ·I '\.W
up. 'TI...
1T1e year. is
.kv ,,.,, not
· Ju. '\.V'~
we Luave
vsie are
not naive young atd:u:lts, oppressed by a society that is too
p0ltite to talk candildly about sex.
Our genemtion has been con£ronted with the
reafities anti consequences that unsafe sexual interactions

ca11ry.

ffi the past, speaking openly about sex WAS
ftownea upon, and that mentaltt:y k~pt generations oefore
m in tl:te dark. As teen:ag.crs ancl youl\g aditUJts, our parents
and ;ratudpiuerits wo,st fea,r was either getting "th~ clap."
or dealing with an u11:plan11ed pregnancy. AJ:thoXtgh it

Surely
some
students have heard about
The Facebook, an internet
club for college students
that took NSU by storm
last spring when the school
was added to the list of
colleges on The Facebook's
network. Individuals sign
up through their university
email account and can then
create an online version
of themselves by loading a
profile, pictures and more.
The Facebook is a great way

may seem that Ignorance is bliss., ottr lt,v,es depend on
conbonting the faets and taking tnem seriously. Previous
generatio~ may be excusetl.for theit ignorance concerning
sex, but we ar:e notr
Thoseof us labeled Generation X, and Generation
Y, (sometimes called Generation fiy?) have the achrantage
of information and edn-0ation. With that sail/l, wlwy are we
not p;rotectin;g ouJ:seives?. Are the consecp1ences not scary
eno~h far us? Axe we in denialf"Wny doesn't 'the tlmeat .of
contracting HIV, developing the AIDS virus, and falling
into the clutches of death before our time, hinder us from
h-eing careless with our lives? The answer is simple, yet
By Caroline Cullen
deadly... the heact of the moment.
KnightLife Editor
Many of us preach about wearing co.ncloms and
practicing safe sex, hut how many of us redr follow '
To kick of the new
through? the safest appr-0achts to sexual activity' is fairly -school year, NSU student

to contact your friends
at other schools, or,
more importantly, join
Name:
things on campus. NSU
students have created
P~sworcr:
their own groups on
n
....., agreetothem.
The Facebook, from
M#H¥¥M
special interests like
Family Guy to groups TheFaceBook.com's new and improved look.

Toregisterforf11Cebook.com,justfilinthefourfieldsbek>w. Vou will haveachancetoenteraddlionalinformatlon

lll'dsubml11pictureonceyouhaveregistered.

51:61:U'I:

Emllil:(school) \

l h.wereadandu-derstoodthe T~'f't"t.fll<'~,«ld l

•

for people who wear
flip flops all year round.
To
JOIIl
The
Facebook, you can visit
www.facebook.com
and
sign up.' There are ways to

Vou canchoose any password. ;t ,:i:(,.•1J r".t~';oJ'Y. i;~r"l"'r,.'!II' "rd.

link with the people in your classes
and send messages to friends both at
NSU and on college campuses across
the country, making The Facebook
the college-only answer to MySpace.

Hillel Hosts Blue and White
Welcome Celebration

dear: abstain tfro.m sexu~ actlvity all together, wear a

G<ilndom, or risk aisease andlor aea,tih.. Easier

sa;ia

than

clone ...
When caugllt ur in a passionate seX\ua1 escapade
our brains become mush and our sensihiiity escares us. Lt
can happen to lihe best of us, regatailess.of how imtelligent
or responsible we believe our selves to be. We acdd:entall;y
slip up and tQ:row all caution re th,e wind while in the
pursuit of paysk:ru pleasure. AJl that matters is the moment,
dae only thought that exists, is the pot of gel€! at the,end of
the rainbow. Umil a down pour of reality comes Soo,d:ing
your brain,, anti. that raitibow becomes a dark cloud,.
"I can'.t believe that I d:idn't make him/her wear
.
L' k.mgr
"' «'\'Vn.
=h·
a con dom.t wuat was I tran
w nat l·f· 1· cauff~t
somethi,ng?" Naturallr we begin to justify... "Weil). he/
she looked healtih.y," "She's not pr:omiscuous," "He isn't a

=

plarer."
Who are we fooling? Ourselves, that's wilo!
Excuses and j:ustiiications are n@t good en~. We must
tnlce ser.iously the tesfonstoilhy th'at comes along; with
physical 1n:tiinacy an.d trtJhten uy),. l?ut your s:eaibe!t on, so
you won?t £ly tnrough a windshield; Refrain tro.m smokiTtg
so you can avoid lung cancer, and wear a cond0m so you
do not contract an incma:ble virus.
1n a dear state of 1nind these warnings are
qui,t e logkal. A moment of pleasure is not worth the
risk of ac<Juiring an $Tb or deadly virus ... Duih! We are
in,te:liligent indMtnaals vwirh promising futures .Paitin:g
us. 1lha:rrkftttly, .many of us or those dose r-0 us have

never been confron'ted wi,th disease or death a;s a result
of unprotected sex. Some have onliy seen these n,::rlit1es in
movies, on public service an,nouncem,ents and ptastered
on the walls of 01n campus, but w:e never conceive that it
couJa happen to ourselves.
STD's arwl HIV do not diiscriminate; contrary
tli> pop.ular be.fief tnese consequences are not limited to
any particular race, gender, culmre or weup. An infected
individual can look like you and l; and i11 many of tnese
cases, tne in-<ltvidual has no idea that he/she .is a carrier.
One fool proof way ta avoid ct1ntracting a llisease
or v:ims throutJh f?h}tskal intimacy is to asswn.e that
everyone is contapus, mid acr accordi1ngly. Keep a deilF
heacl and act responsibly: our J:tves ate at stake.
Please send (Jllesfions and comments to:
t1sunews@nova,edu

about Jewish culture and to provide
the NSU Parker Building forums for religious, social, and
on
Thursday,
August philanthropic activities for Jews
18. Hillel Vice President and non-Jews alike," states Hillel
organization Hillel welcomed · Randi Samuels stresses the
President Edward Wolfson. The next
fellow students to have a importance that students
event that Hillel will be sponsoring
taste of Israel at · its annual know that Hillel is not only is, "Free Shabbat Dinner: Rituals
Blue and White event. Hillel about religion, it's about
and fun with the Hillel of NSU."
sponsored this celebration of culture, and "we ·want to
The dinner will be in room 309 of
the Jewish culture with an share all the great aspects , the Mailman Hollywood Building
array of distinct Jewish dishes of our culture."
"Hillel
at 6 p.m. on September 9.
(courtesy of Sunrise Pita and is a student organization
For more information on
Grill), authentic Israeli music, that works to educate NSU student organizations . g~
and information in front of students, fa@ulty, and staff online to: www.sald.nova.edu/

s• s. ·
•

Fire Away.

l l

• •

Q: After being out of school for almost 20 years, I've deci<led to return to college. Campus life is
obviously geared t0 muon youmgeif pe<Jple, and I'm feeli,~g over my heatl (and over the hill). I
guess I should laave ililiished my cl•ee ha:ck wlaem. I stil!rte<i. I dom'dmow if I can keep up with
students who are young en@t1;p t@ hle my kids. Any s11trvhm]. su~estioensP
A:

Returning to college once you've been out for a loag tiine takes a lot of guts, to say nothing
of time, mon'eY, aftd oommitmen,t . It's to~h t-0 take a plUD,ge like thds, inding your wa;r back
into the groove of st1udy:in~ writ~ pape.rs, ancl atllen&1ng dasses. And it sounds Fike you're
not seeing too mooy !'€0pYle who wottld be old enoupi to commiserate "with you 0ver a cup of
c~.
.
Are you c:omiEtg baok :hmll Eimer H~e yo,u considered pru:t tiae~ at least fur a se10C1es11er or
two? Gettin1, sever.a c01.!lrses i1Xishe4 GJllickiy o.1u1tld }i,glp give you a sense of memen:tum, but
you rriight find that wading mack in,,. rather tililflitl ffillill iru:o llh:e ,deep encl, offers an easier
adjustment. You mi:glat also look at taking some ev@tl!ing classes, where y0u'1!l tend to find a
greater nJamlJer of old.er retttr.ning stttdents. Yottr academic advisor can he~p you wi,th those sorts
of decisions.
The good news is tha!t most retttr:nin,g stllaents aclljust welt You have a lot t<e offer in terms of
life experiences tna:t wi11 he1p other stuclents, ani your unique .~ rnpectwe can help make sense
of and apply what y-0ttre learnii:ng. WhQ;t are y<mr plQ.fl;s 0$1Ce you tinisW. Keeping your end point
in sight can help you ge,c tl:trQU• <iriicuit patches. And if .it all starts feeling like it's too much
to handle, come on in an.d talk to oo:e of our cot1msel0rs. No doubt dlose "kids" in your classes
will soon be working hard to keep ttp with you!

H~ve a question you'd like answered in this space? Fire away: Call us (954-262-7050), send us
an email (studentcounseling@nsu.nova.edu), or drop by our office (Suite 150, Parker).

----
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GAS
Continued from Page 1

Old burial t~nk discovery
prompts the arrival of the
Davie Fire Department _·
smell gas in the kitchen, offices and
the eacirig area, worrying several
people because no one could discern
the source of the odor._An employee
who did not wish to reveal his
identity said that "the smell was
stronger in different places in the
building."
When firefighters arrived at
the scene, they found that the source
of the leak was "an old oil tank that
was buried under the ground." The

oil tank was directly behind the
Rosenthal building, where heavy
construction is now taking place.
Another employee stated that "the
oil tank is probably been buried
there since the school started."
About 20 minutes after the
evacuation, Rosenthal was reopened.
After police and firefighters. decided
that it was safe for everyone to go
back in, they continued working
on the gas leak outside.

NSU Recognizes The RED ZONE
Believe Me,
I told you to stop. You didn't
. listen. You forced me. Just
because I \Vas nice to you and wore
a short skirt didn't mean I \Vanted
to ·'do" you. You hurt me. I
_trusted you. You raped me. It
doesn ·t matter if I was drunk.
asleep. or just na"ive, I never said
you could have sex with me. and
you did anyways. You didn ·t have
the right to rape me. I feel dirty
and humiliated. I blame myself.
You vvouldn 't stop. I am so
scared.
Now, I just want someone to

BELIEVE ME.
For help or more information on rape
and sexual assault, call

Classifieds:

NSU Student Counseling at 262-7050.
NS~

./1
Brought To You .By The Offices of Recreation and Wellness and .Residential Life and Housing

NEEDED!
Loving, experienced babysitter/mother's helper 2-3
weeknights (5:00-8:30) and some Saturday hours.
Very close to campus. Call Helene at (954) 540-5?16 .

.Share your space, but live on your own.

4

--..
All furnishings pictured are from WaJ,Mart.

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL*MART.
~ALWAYS LOW PRICES.

Walmmt.com
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Co:l,iffr'ge students and faculty, buy a
qua,l'ifying Mac and get a free iPod mini
after m(iiHn r~,bate.*

\

J

Buy a Mac. Get a freeiPod mini. And with your everyday education discount save up to $479.**
But act now. The offer is on ly good from June 28 th rough September 24, 2005. Take advantage of this offer
at an Apple St ore near you or on line at w ww.apple.com/go/backt oschool.
"Offer is for qualified Apple Education Individual end-user purc~asers only.Excludes 12-inch iBook with CD-ROM drive, eMac, and Mac mint-models. Rebate is for Ll p to S179 off of an iPod, iPod mini, or iPod photo (excludes iPoct shuffle). Additional
terms apply. SE>e Official Otfe-r Coupon or visit www.apple.com/go/bac.ktoschool. ..:...s479 savings based on $300 education discount on purchase o1 a 17-inch PcwerBook and S179 rebate on a qualifying iPod. Trv1 and(~, 2005 Apple Computer. Inc.
·

All rights reservf'd.

( .,,.--,

I
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/
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.Reduced Fare College Bus Pass
Broward County Transit (BCT) has a new 31-Day Reduced Fare· College Bus Pass· for only
$16.00*. THAT'S HALF THE COST OF THE REGULAR31-DAYBUS PASS-A SO% SAVINGS!
THE REDUCED FARE COLLEGE BUS PASS:
• can be used for 31 consecutive days
• is a magnetic swipe card for easy use
• can be used to get to school, libraries, the beach, malls, movies, and more
THE COLLEGE BUS PASS IS FOR:
.
• Students attending Broward Community College (BCC), Florida Atlantic University (FAU),
Florida International University (FIU) and Nova Southeastern University (NSU) ONLY
• requires current student identification card at time of purchase

SOLD AT THE FOLLOWING BROWARD COUNTY LIBRARY LOCATIONS:
• Main Library
100 S. Andrews Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale
• North Regional Library
11 00 Coconut Creek Blvd., Coconut Creek
• South Regional Library
7300 Pines Blvd., Pembroke Pines
· • Southwest Regional Library
16835 Sheridan Street, Pembroke Pines
• Alvin Sherman Library (NSU)
3100 Ray Ferrero Jr., Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale
*Reduced Fare College Bus Pass is a pilot program that ends December 31, 2008.

BIOt{ARD
~

·

The Bus with Mass Appeal
Call 954-357-8400 -_Go to www.broward.org/bct·Click on "College Bus Pass"

/
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"We could have gone anywhere. We chose

Florida International University.·"

Student Medical Center

•NSU
Providing Comprehensive
Health Care
for ALL Stucknts
in the
South Florida Education
Center...
~ ..

N(,va Srnt! hc;-lstt:rn Uni-....-cr5ily

• Br<.nva.rd C\):rmn.:nity Colk·ge

.. Florida AdanL<.: Urri\ Crs·i1y

• F1nri.1.fa. lrnernaOonnl U1J ivi.~r$ity

FIU's innovative gradnate programs are designed to prepare you fo1>1.-he" demands of today's
dynamic, gl.obal workplace. The .imernarionaUy renowned prof(ssors at FIU are passionate
about challenging you and making sme you succeed. We graduate people who will change
the world. Our professors see rhe potential in each srudem mid. make the most of ir.
The University is ranked by the Carnegie Foundation for rh.e Advancement dTeaching as a
Doctoral/Research University-Extensive, the highest ranking in its classification system. FIU
was recently awarded a chaprc>r of Phi Bera Kappa, rhe narion's oldest and most disringuishc>d

.. Univi.:rslty of F:lorid?t .

Same-day ·
appointments

(954) 262--1262
.Hour,s: 12:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.ni., :\dun.da y·

iVlost insura.nces.

,,.f regi.sl.ratl.on

please call ahead

academic honor society, and Kip linger l· Pn:cona! Finance Afa,~azi11e ranked FIU among rhe top
20 best values in the 11at~on for public higher education.
Sanford l. Ziff Health Care Center

ll~i::

YFIU

Fl.OR.ID,\ i.NTERNtirJONAL UNIVERSITY

Miami's public rese111'Ch university

1usu

ii

~)200 Soath University Drive, Fort Laucjerctaie

·~0i\:.rr.c~,rJ,l{;\"
;_;:,,;;\'fkf:TI

'1~':''f".1. -+~ C..t<tt,.;,,·,x.~v,.

for more information, please visit

gradschool.fiu.edu

Fast Forward
Your Career

Take a 30-minute
study break.

The M.S. in Criminal Justice program at Nova Southeastern
University offers an online course of study for individuals
committed to becoming the finest of criminal justice
professionals. At NSU, you can choose from various.
specialty tracks:
• Organizational Leadership
• Behavioral Science
• Business Administration
• Public Administration
• Substance Abuse

Finally, a place to work out that. fits a small smdent
budget and a busy student schedule. Curves is 30minute fimess, commonsense weight loss, and all

• Community Solutions and Partnerships
• Information Systems

the support you
need to achieve

• Conflict and Crisis Management

your goals.

• Child Protection and Juvenile Justice
• Information Security

.<'i\1~--

. ~::::: .

NSU
13~tl"l'Cl

NOVA
S(.)UTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

>l,N. Q.l.a.,'.!,Y~

Home of Alpha Phi Sigma national headquarters
20 percent discount given to NSU undergrad alumni

Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, and national .or ethnic origin.• Nova Southeastern University is accredite
by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097
Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award associate's. bachelor's, master"s, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
12-143/04 pg

Cu@ej
The pQwer co amaze yourself'

curvesinternational.com

954-916-1718

· 954-472-4872

954-746-4426

1751-53 N. Vnivwsi.rr Dr.

2855 S. University Dr.

HH2l W. O:i.kland PMk Ulvd .
.Snmi~, Fl. }3351

Plattmion. PL 331)2

Davie, FL 33328

Owr 8,000 locations worldwide.
"No mvd!tt:i.nsicr privili:gc~. M~mbcrship i11clud~s r.i:fvi,:,.: fo.:. Valid <>n.!y ,1t r~nicipting locat-ic.m~.
N,,r '!'afol w1d1 ;.ny !Jdtcr prmm1tit>n,1! ,)/li-r. HS--04761. -016<>1, -019', 1

4-
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Facing it Together! .
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By Caroline Cullen

StaffWriter

The
Huizenga
School
of Graduate Business Student
Association (GBSA) hosted two
Hawaiian themed luncheons on
August 30 and 31 in an effort to raise
funds and awareness for the Facing it
Together Foundation.
Facing it Together are on
a mission to assist those born with
deft lip/deft palate and other
facial anomalies regardless of age,
race, creed or -religion. Amy Miller,
· Administrator for the Lets Face ~t
Together Foundation explains why
the Foundation's mission is critical
to our community, "One of out of
every five hundred children each year
are born with or acquire some type

not covered by insurance, helping
families
in
need through a support
network, and funding
advanced research on the
treatment and prevention
of craniofacial disorders.
Although many
have not been personally
affected by such disorders,
it is life shaping for those
inflicted.
"Children
and adults with facial
differences need our help,
as medical problems that
produce an alteration
in facial appearance
dramatically affect their

I

1

lives. Facial
disorders r
O
$?. . '
.,
=
- '
' .- •
' t,'2'3v•
dramatically impact the Top (Left to Right): Dean Randolph Pohlman, Shawn Jackson, Courtney Smith, Cheryl
way patients interact withDaverin and Carla Wilthrow. Bottom (Left to Right): Glenda Ellero, Amy Miller. Photo by
society on a daily basis,"Caroline Cullen
offers Miller.
community service every semester
NSU's GBSA decided to adopt
and sometimes every month. I Foundation is not only dedicated to
the Facing it Together Foundation's
decided that this organization aiding inflicted individuals and their
1•
I -"•"'li'8i\Jiit.'tiwltli~Fm1numm
m"""""'l'".:! mission and sponsor
deserved :recognition and my fellow families, but also promoting research
two luncheons in the
officers and advisors agreed," states that would correct birth defects
Carl DeSantis atrium
GBSA President Courtney Smith. prior to birth. Facing It Together
that
raised
over Participants of the luncheon were holds several fundraising events each
$2,000.00
dollars.
required to donate a minimum of $8 year, including their annual dinner .
"I
heard
about
dollars to enjoy the Hawaiian spread and auction on Monday, October
the
organization
provided by NSU's ARAMARK; 10, 6:30 - 10;30 at Grille 66 in Fort
and went on their
contributors were also acknowledged Lauderdale. Tickets are $150 per
website and read
on a series of boards that listed the person. Socials and other fundi;-aisers
more about them.
names of each participant. "I am . are also held throughout the year. For
They encouraged me
here to support my school and the more info - call 954-963-9410 or log
through their stories
Lets Face it Together Foundation," on to www.facingittogether.com
and their efforts.
said NSU student Annie Williams.
~. ·Jll!'!W"::!
1 GBSA always does a
The Lets Face it Together
Signatures of donators who gave $10 or more to the
Facing it Together Foundations. Photo by Caroline Cullen
of facial disorder. Additionally, one
out of every thousand adults acquires
some form of facial deformity relat~d
to trauma or cancer." Thus, _Facing It
Together works to improve the lives
of these people and their families by
providingfundingformedicalservices

w

Leaders Listen up, NSU Now I Alpha Kappa
has something for you
Alpha Sorority,
Inc._Seeks
StaffWriter
_Establishment,of
Workshops, conferences,,and
Consultant certificate. Each student
a new Leadership Certificate Program
must start from the first level and
Chapter at Nova
are to be held in order
make
~at:n their certificates in order to
students at NSU into t9morrow's
m&ve up to the next level.
Southeaster.n _University
leaders.
Marcie
Washingto~
The leadership certificate

-

By Judith Francois

to

'

Graduate Advisor for SALD, stated
"The Office of £tude:t1t Activities and
Leadership Development want NSU
students to evolve ihto stronger and
more effective leaders."
The department will be
reaching towards that goal with
Leadership Certificate Program,
which will be beginning soon to train leaders on three different
levels. The first level of certificates is
the Emerging Leader certificate, the
- second level is the Organiza~iomtl
Leadership certificate, and the
final level is Certified Leadership

progr~ W<?Iikshops will focus on
leading an organization and how
leaders should present themselves.
Wa-shington and the SALD office
anticipates the program will "foster
leadership skills among the NSU
population for professional and
personal development." For more
information, atte.1;1d on~ of the
following 3 sessions in the Athletic
and Student Affairs Building (ASA):
Sept 6, from 12-1 p.m.; Sept 7 from
5: 15-6: 15 p.m.; and on Sept 8, from
12-1 p.m.

Alpha Kappa Alpha, the
oldest sorority in the United States
to have been founded by women
of African descent, is looking
to establish a chapter at NSU.
Prospective members are invited to
attend a Formal Rush on Thursday,
Sept 7, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
the Rosenthal building.
Alpha Kappa Alpha is an
international organization which
encourages scholarship, friendship
and service. It was founded in 1908
at Howard University, Washington,

~

D.C. on the base that all people
should be treated with dignity,
respect and kindness.
Requirements
for
membership include high ethical
standards
and
the
successful
completion of at least one fulltime grading period with at least a
C+ average. The sorority does not
discriminate based on race, religion
or i:;:ational origin.
For more information, please
con,tact Membership Chair Sharoen
Goodwin at (954) 584-3860. '
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NSU's New Face
Students to decide on a. new mascot
By Paul Saneaux

StaffWriter

rays, and the sundogs, in May.
"The Task Force was looking
Changes around the campus for something to make us unique,"
are occurring very rapidly. The very said Dean Williams. "People were
face of NSU that many have grown submitting ideas like tigers, . eagles,
accustomed to is · being recreated panthers, and dolphins, but the
by construction not only on the group was . looking for something
University Center, but all over that stood out."
campus. It is only logical that with
South
Florida's
culture
transformations such as this, · the played a considerable part in the
universitywouldseekarepresentative Task Force's decision. Marine
ofNSU's new appearance.
animals were a popular choice for
The search for a new mascot obvious reasons and the sun rays
began last year with students and sundogs were also unique. The
submitting their personal ideas after sun rays originated from NSU's
it was · determined · by a campus- current logo and the sundog remains
wide survey that many didn't know a mystery. In reality, a sundog is an
that NSU ev~n had a mascot. These atmospheric phenomenon caused
submissions ended up in the hands of by ice crystals in the air, causing a
the School Spirit Task Force, a "cross- halo with two bright flares around
functional team of students, faculty, the sun. However, the Task Force
administrators, athletic department may decide to make the sundog a
representatives, and alumni» as fictitious animal. In addition, no
described by Dean of Student other university in the country have
Affairs, Dr. Brad Williams. In total, the blue sharks, sun rays, or the
447 submissions were reviewed sundogs as their mascot in NCAA
and were carefully narrowed down division I, II, or III. With this taken
to four prospective candidates: the into consideration, athletic teams
blue sharks, the stingrays, the sun would benefit from a new· mascot

~~

.

NSU

Possible Mascot Rendition: Could
this be our new mascot, a blue
shark? Created by Paul Saneaux

with more identity. UCF already has
the Golden Knight as their mascot,
while Lynn University's mascot is a
Knight as well.
Many
other · possible
changes arise with a transition to a

new mascot. Application of the new
mascot's name will have numerous
effects - throughout the campus:

Please See MASCOT
Page 13
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MASCOT
Continued from page 12

Marine animals, sun themes dominate choices for mascot
Dean Williams suggested that "if we
became the blue sharks, we could
call the new arena the shark tank'' or
"ifwe became the sun rays and had a
dance team, they could be called the
Sunsations." Having the sun rays or
the sundogs may even mean a new
color scheme for the campus.

The NSU community,
however, will still retain the Knight
as the mascot until September,
2006. The athletic departments
must adjust to the change first with
new uniforms and equipment, and
soon afterwards, the university itself
will begin to undergo renovation.

by George W Bush. The Task Force
will release the renditions for "voting
in an aggregate sense, and also some
specific focus groups with students."
Then, in early October the Task
Force will review the votes and send
a recommendation to President
Ferrero for a final decision.

In mid September, s.tudents
should expect to see professional
renditions of the four possible
mascots by a Washington D.C.
company, Gallagher and Associates.
Thi_s graphic design studio has had
many high profile clients, including
the Texas Rangers during ownership

TIIE B8'tfifi C8IUGI lOGIIT PAllff a fJOtJTII RO&IBA

STORM
Continued from page 1

Florida damage total
reaches up to $26 billion
in the dark. Many South Florida
residents were still without
power as of press time.
Eterginio, 19, was one of
650 NSU campus residents who
felt the effects of Katrina. Power
in all the residence halls went
out on Thursday evening and
returned on Saturday evening.
Generators
were
working in Goodwin Residence
Halt and Cultural Living Center,although there were some
complications in Founders,
Farquhar, and Vettel Residence
Hall since they had an older
system, said Anthony DeSantis,
director of housing.
"The generators were set
up to run the emergency lights
in the hallways and office and
run the elevator," said Director

•2 DRAFnl AI..L- N'a&HT I.AtNfi

of Residential Life and Housing
Lua Hancock. "Many students
should understand that they were
not for air-conditioned purposes."
Hancock stated that most
students were very patient and
cooperative.
"They even took turns
charging their cell phones with
the generator that was outside,"
Hancock said.
There were more than five
deaths in South Florida according
to published reports.
Property damage and
insurance claims are expected
to reach as much as $26 billion,
making Katrina clean-up costs the
most expensive since Hurricane
1991 's Hurricane Andrew, which
cause $21 billion in damages,
according to published reports.
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Arts & Entertainment
Summer Movies
oundup
By Paul Saneaux
StajfWriter

Summer
vacation
has
come and gone, leaving behlnd
sunburns, sluggish days, and an
interesting collection of films. As
with every summer, studios .rushed
the movie assembly limes to flood
cheaters with what directors hope
no be blockbusters. Quick cash,
unfortunately, is tlae only motive
berund some summer releases, and
those films are the ones that flop
in the box oiice. In Light of this,
d1ere was a fair share of garl,age
unleashed upon the unsuspecting
pttbJlk Hollywood also managecl to
put out a few noteworthy flicks. To
sa;y the least, theater patrons l:iad a
wide selection of ntms From every
genre.
Let us focus on several
high notes since diere w:as such
an innumetahle amoutmt of sleepinducing lows in the theaters:

Charlie and the Chocolate FaetfJry
Starring: Johnny Depp, Freddy
Highmore, David. Keliy
Director: Tim Burton
Writer: John. August- based on the
b0ok by R.oald Dalil
lurton's adaf)tation of the
1971 classic Willy W1mka and the
Chocolate Factory was wonderfutlly
executecl.. Watch:ing his version
was remarkably remi!l1l'iscent of
witnessing the original so mQfl!y
year,s ago. The sells are stitl bri{tkt,
colorful, and wildly imagio,ative and
tltie c;:;liaracters are as witty as san;ity
w:i!I1 alow. Of course the Dtffllor,
musk, and special effects are all
updated to it the times. Depp .gave
a lu.jhi;y- amu:sio;g, if no.t dowariibt
oreepy, performance as the eccentric
checolatier Wilily Wonka. , Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory bas all of
the enjoyable feamres of llhe original
plus added history of Wonka bef0ve
life in &e factory. Depp 1s no Gene

Wilder and he did not sing,
but with a $5 rating, this one
is definitely worth. catching.

1
'"'

War ofthe Worlds
Starring: Tom Cruise_, Dalmta
Fanning Justin Ch.a.twin

., . , '. , .,,, S ,._ ,1,b , .
D:_
u;ector. 5tev:en p1e1 erg

"Take a look and you'll see a. world of... why is that fat kid in my ehocolate?" Photo
courtesy of http://www.movres.com

Wr-iter: David Koepf)- based
on the book by H.G. Wells
It seems remakes were all the
rage dumin;g the sufl11mer, but Wikr of
tbe 'Wo-rJtls takes the proverbial cake
• comes
. . . to q;uaiity.
. -"" V'1sua.uy
. _u 1
w h en tt

nke mixture of action and drama.
Ml of the characters, Howl (Bale),
Soph,ie (Mortimer and SiOil;l'llonsJ,
and Caldfer (Crystal) are briliant.
N
. . d. Luom
.
· -o~L·
uutng. l·ess can b. e ex-,pecte

this film is absolutely stJUno.ing a:rrcl
the pace is so nnbeiievahly intense
that is a surprise tn;at the Swrgeon.
~' _..1 not
.
•
-1,,
l a1mer
.·
issue
a U!lSC
G en.er··al, wu

diifector Hayao Miyazaki, who was
aiso behind Spirited Away. ta totai,
H'(J;wl's Moving Castle is a true Wtlrk
-1. . .
<I'£
•
of art u:eman.
u.J.·mg a .po
ratKlg.

rt

concerriing p.r egnant women aatl.
heart conditions. Although the pl0t
is notrung more than R.ty (CruieyeJ
and bis dtrldren, Rachel (Fanning)
and R.obbie ~Chatwin); bately
escaping d:eatla at every turn, ~r of
the Worlds is comj>letely engrossin:g.
Alien tripods stalking the land ~re a
sight to see. This is entertai,nm;nt at
its finest, folks: $5.50 out of $6. Do
not ignore this one.

Howls Moving Castle
Starring: Christian Bale., Emily
Mortimer, Btl!.ly Crystal, Jean
St!Illl10IlS

Batman Begins
Starring:
Neeson,

Christia111 Bale,
Katie Holmes,

Uam

Cillian

Mttrphy
Director: Chtistoplaer Nola:n
Writers: David S. Goyer, Christopher

Nolan
For many comic book fans,
this was the Batman movie they have
been yearning for. Exciting acti(}n
secrue11Ces, da,rk, ~ri:tty sC©nery, a
pervasive aru:i gloomy atmosphere,
and classic d1:aracters all transcen:ded
the ren;ditions of Batman trom past
director Tim BurtGn. Batman Beg¢ns
more dosel,y portrayed Bntoe Wayne

Directors: Hayao Miya2:aki, Pete
as a darker cb.aucter than Bu.Tton's
Docter, Rick Dempsey
. vision of the Car>e<i Crusacler. Bale1s
Writers: Hayao Miyazaki= based on
Batn1a11 is to lie taken. much more
tlae bo0k by Diane W¥nne Joa.es
• . ;t
~L
' > or K:i
l
· 's
senous1y
m:an Cl·
-oun.<ijrs
, ·'u,ner
Animated iltns hav:e been:
sttave playeoy;. As a prequ0l, Batman
gFowing in poj!>ttlarity wiJlib. ulaJ
adven;t of ntms like Shrek and Toy
Begins also backtr-acks to dliwlge
Story, but they are not popt1lar as , Wa;y-nct1s llistory and motives,. Tue
aud.ience tinaly diiscovers laiis past,
a w1:t0ie. Tuis ts a satl. sii11aatioll1
while in other Batman fiiilms Warne
especim.ly i:n. the case of Hewl's
has already doaned his cape and
Moving Castle. The artwork featured
suit. Lt was iriterestimg to find out
in tb:is film is exquisitely d:etailed
wher~ Wayne got his nifty gadgets
and the animation is smooth as
aitui futuristic latflJJYDile. As a
butter. The plot is li!htkearted:
solid superhero flikk, clespite Bale1s
and amusing, yet it contains a

sometimes overly llheatrkal voice
acting, Batman Begins scores $4..50.

,..
.
S~ar Wars: Episode III- Revenge 0/ the
Sith
.
.
.
Starnng: Ewan McGregor,. Naralie
Portlll3!n, Hayden Chnstensen,

Sainuel L. Jacks<JFl
Director:
Georo:e
Lucas
.. ,
m

Wnter: George Lucas
Tue long awaited co111clusion
to the Star Wars saga tlRirElo/ arrived
over the summer. Was this a tinme
for celebration, sadness, or a
combination. 0f both? Por extJJeme
fans td:ruis was a most Joyous occasi0n.
requiting Jedi rol,es and Clone
Trooper uaiforms, but for the rest
of us it was just another night at
the n1ovies. With the less than
eu11,powering success of Episode I
and JI, moviegoers were unsure of
the final installment. Lucas seemed
to be losing steam. Episode _III did
in fact regain tlh.e faith of fans but it
also fails iil mooy res;pects. Dialogue
. is fiat, many parts are boring, and
Anakin is stilil as annoyiugly wlaJny
as evei:. Of course the ilm. is visualily
pieasi11,t, yet actors can omy slain.e
so mnoh in f'ro.nt of a .g reen screen.
There are several appreciable features
of Episode Ill: several portions were
exciting. Jar-Jar Binles' ugly mug
was hardly to be seen, and Anakms
wrun-i ng was momentarrly halted by
a boiling river of lava. Lucas' final
attem;pt deserves $4.

Summer Top 5 Movies

C!ArJ~iiriEf niJ~lTJE~ I

$6- BRAVE THE LINES OPENING NIGHT!

$6- Howl's Moving Castle ·
$5.50 - War of the Worlds
$5 - Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory

;..~
,._-Ft
'"''':1i·:
.·.·.·· ~;"';1J:··· ·F;'-A~

~~~:

-~~=rJ
<
~~ ~ : " v .

$2-ACCIDENTLYCATCH !TON HBO.

These Disney R!soft tourists got on the wrong cFUise. Photo
courtesy htt.Ji)://WWW.movies.com

it!J0
$1- WALMART DVD BARGAIN BIN.

-$4.50- Batman Begins
$4 - Star Wars: Episode IllRevenge of the Sith

"
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Goodbye Ferrell, Hello Carell
By Paul Saneaux

StaffWriter
When most people think of an
actor to portray an awkward 40-yearold virgin, it is likely that Will Ferrell
would i"nstantly come to mind. After
his successful career on "Saturday
Night Live," he became the official
choice for the kind of character Carell
took on in this film. However, Ferrell
is gradually moving to the wayside:
his antics are tired and his face is all
too familiar. Enter Steve Carell. His
fame began on- Comedy Central's
"The Daily Show," and now it will be
catapulted forward with The 40-Year-

Old Virgin.

left the theater grinning and
laughing to themselves.
The most noticeable
aspect of the film was the
pace: it progressed smoothly
and naturally due · to the
unforced script and great
chemistry between the actors.
One scene, in which Andy
{Carell) and his coworkers
David (Rudd), Jay (Malco),
and Cal (Rogen) are playing
poker, exemplifies the realistic
dialogue; as the men continue
their stereotypical chatter and
exchange stories about their

I will begin the review bluntly:
this movie is absolutely hilarious. It is
past sexual encounters, they David (Rudd) and Cal (Rogen) look on in terror as Andy (Carell) attempts to alleviate his
undoubtedly the pinnacle of comedy
int~rrupt each other, add "Teen Wolf" dilemma.
·
films in the last few years. Although ' amusing side comm~nts, and
realistic if one had actually sat there
seek to assist Andy in his quest.
some people have a problem with sex
have multiple conversations. The
during in the scene.
Extremely humorous situations
being the main point of anything,
characters did not speak in turns as
Although a script can
arise through their interactions and
The 40-Year-Old Virgin managed to most scripts instruct the actors to
be great, it does not amount to
advice.
tackle the topic with equal amounts
do, and in many ways this scene, '
anything without the right actors
Despite the excellent script,
of intelligence, wit, and, of course,
like much of the film, felt as though
to deliver its lines. The 40-Year-Old
outstanding actors, and insanely
outright
vulgarity.
Nevertheless,
it was improvised. In other words,
Virgin has no problems whatsoever
funnyscenes, The40-Year-OldVirgin ·
in this department. Steve Carell is
is nqt perfect. The humor is too
perfect in the role of Andy Stitzer,
much. It creates severe abdominal
a devoted toy collector, an obsessiv~
pains from intense laughing, and
video game enthusiast, and a lowly
parts of the dialogue were muffied
electronic store clerk. And for these · and hard to hear due to the riotous
reasons, Andy is a 40-year-old virgin.
laughter coming from every person
Carell's innocent demeanor and his
in the theater. Some people will
adolescent boy haircut further lend
actually have to see the film again
plausibility to his role. Opposite to
in order to catch everything that
Andy is Jay, a ladies' man that tries to
was missed due to uncontrollable
convince the virgin that women are
laughter. I myself was part of that
playthings. Coworker David agrees
unfortunate group. Consequently,
with Jay, yet is obsessed with his
another trip to the theater is in the
cheating ex-girlfriend and claims he
future and those who have not seen
still loves her. Other coworker Cal
The 40-Year-Old Virgin are urged
provides Andy with the most sound
to do so immediately. It is a vile
(but still skewed) advice: "never 'talk
shame it was not released during the
Andy takes Trish (Keener), the only woman he actually likes, out to dinner. All
to a woman; just ask questions." All
summer, and with a $6 rating it is
photos courtesy of http://www.the40yearoldvirgin.com ·
of the characters have interesting
not to be missed.
interactions and though they have
practically everyone - the adults, the
the dialogue is fluid and believable:
problems of their own, they still
teenagers, and the illegal minors it could not have been any' more
.

-"'--c"

.

Rated: R
Starring:
Steve Carell, Catherine Keener,
Paul Rudd, Romany Malco, Seth
Rogen
Director: Judd Apatow
J_
- ,J',

Writers:
Steve Carell, Judd Apatow
Studio: Universal Pictures
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Fall Movie Preview
By Greg Kyriakakis

ftls.lnl inA&E

StaffWriter
The summer movie season is winding
down, and the dreary lull before the holiday
movie season is . upon us. There is hope, as
a number of promising films soon arrive in
theaters.
~ September 2 .brought the arrival of
The Transporter 2, starring Jason Statham,
best known for his roles in · Snatch and
Cellular. Statham returns as Frank Martin, ·
a transporter now retired in Miami. Now
working for a wealthy family, Martin needs
to track down their kidnapped son, with
whom he has formed a bond, and stop the

, September 2

!A Sound ofThunder
In

takes

th,e near
a c0111pany
Time
Safari '
h:unters back

tJaroltj.h nlte ;l§©S to kilf
CMn'Osaars. The scielildst
fUitil11tn,g the

oreration.

t•

. (Jen Kingsley)
dinosaurs tlaat are about to die :in:cl aililows tile fiQtltets to
ki:tJl claem se as not t1? disrupt the tu,ture. Bur when sel.\'neone
" accidentailily steps on a butterflly, Travis ltyer (Edward Burns),
,,· tue
L 1tt?..«a
.--J ,1,
.....
L.. . .
.
..
.=-L
T>
J
CJ!lrtosaur
nu,nter, must
taeam up
wru1
,'){11rt1a 1'atlct
( Catherine McCermack), the inventor of tlae time-machine
1
'- tec:mr-0):l@;gw, co stop dite mistd.e fre1m destJroyilllg 11umani:ty.
(!'_

boy's captors in what pra"mises to be an
action-packed follow-up to the origi.nal.
Tim Burton revives the spirit of
The Nightmare Before Christmas in his latest
stop-motion-style · animated film, Corpfe
Bride, opening September 23. Featuring the
voices ofJohnny Depp, star of this summer's
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, and
Helena Bonham-Carter of the ~ult favorite
Fight Club, Corpse Bride follows the story
of an engaged man who jokingly places
his wedding ring on what turns out to be a
corpsf;'s finger - whom he must now marry.
On November 4, Antonio Banderas
and Catherine Zeta-Jones resume their
starring roles ~ The Legend of Zorro,
the sequel to 1998's The Mask of Zorro.

With California's emerging statehood in
question thanks to a group of c~nsp~ators,
Zorro must retu;n to action a11d foil their
plot. Tensions arise as Zorro reassumes his
secret identity despite promising his wife
that they would lead a normal life.
Harry Potter makes a triumphant
return in the fourth film of J .K. Rowling's
acclaimed series, Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire, opening November 18.
The young wizard, played by Daniel
Radcliffe, must compete in the Tri-Wizard
Tournament as its youngest contender. A
new director, Mike Newell, whose credits
include Donnie Brasco, is on board for this
installment.

. ' .

Transporter 2
Ex-elite cornJfJ.llftf1'0 ttatJrk Martin (Jason Stad.1arn.)
has reti11eci to Miami .1Uild oecome a d,ri-ver for a wealtthy :&unity
:J witk two yo:l!litilg h,oys, Jack a1t'Ei Devott,. When the rwo boys are
'l kicl:aappe<l and injected wi,t1l a poteatial1y fatal vtras, Martin
de:hli!S tne F:BT t@ iet the boys back s-afely.

" Underclassmen
Tre Stokes (Nick C•non) is a yon1itg Los Angeles cop
, , called u,on to solve a mntrder at an eLite p:r@p school. He goes
undercover and soo1.1 fimd:s hi•self faflin.g ft>r his new t:.eacker
{l,oselyn SaJJlcbtez) ,. whn doesa't know htls worlti~ e>n tke case.
'TL
'
.
-L
L tb·-·tlt
. ·'·s CGJ?liatn
. • .t\cOo
D LD
..
u1€ nnam
suspect:
w1e Loas1ee
·a
eam
0movan
(Shawn Asmnore).
, M-argl!tr-et Cho: Assrtssin

Marsru;et Cho performs stand-up at eke Wtu1J1er Theater
. DC
_J
•
L
"C.\
F
"
tn wastu~ton,
. •1 uu:-rtin.g
r1:er
J'tate O'f nrtll:etfge'ncy
tour •rn
May 2(;):05. •

'111/Ji.

L, . .

September I
,, An Unfinished Life
:R.•ed Wyoming rancher Einar (J,.Qh>err :R.edf.orcl;)
spen:ds his cta;ys ten<>tttg
" :l:tis aont~e ancl carilng
fo·r hTs best frien<l,
ttLte i!ftjured Mitcla
, (M-0rgan
Fr\11:elllan).
Wilen tile
if!..}acw (Je111£11tter Lopez)
be b,-lames for li:is son?s
d:eattLt ~ns up on his di0orstxtp with. the granddaugiuier he
never knew Jae nad, he's forced to re~exam!ne his life and the
asstuM,pti-ons lie made about the past.

a~1"-

;1

Sick of those steady 9 to 5 jobs?
Would you prefer a job that comes with the
comfort of your own hours? .

The.Man
Fe:deral agenit Derrick Vitan (Samuel L Jackson) has l4
k1tletrs to recov,et a pie· of stio1em weaponi airtd 'iJ:lld htis fO]fmet
' LH1
. . .
. . . ,Ii.
l--.ll.-..
. . wnen
,L
partners:
l\..'ttt@r.s. 'T1-!
nus be·
, -comes
mucu.1Tl'0re
C
t ~ ~• g
:.·;.·] tl,·e··· b·.·ad PY
···S. m..·istak·
··,···re s.al~.-sm..,an And,.· y Ficl&er (E.n;ene Levy) for

,! nlae pn 'buyer. Now,. Vann. has to get An<iy to pose as the front
:; m'lffi ia a sting opeFa,t.ion.
·

Then become a KNIGHTWRITER for
your student newspaper.

1911111•
~1

There are no full-time obligations or
commitments, and you will receive $30
per published feature.
Interested? Email nsunews@nova.edu!

---

Month of S.aa:Habe:r
"'T"'
Ch.ar-meEi-: The Complete Seco,nd Season
Crash (1\ated R.)
T0y St<>ry (Lt:ed G)

Fever 'Pitch (ltate-tll PG-13:)
, The Lo•est Yvill (bte<l FG-13)
R.0b0ts (hted PG)
Mfovil! ~.nopsls and pbqtos courtesy ofww.cw...y.rJfJ(ttJ. m<111ies"cu.m.

Compiled by Paul Saneaux
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NSU On The Scene:
ow was your

wee
~

Afroza Khan
Undecided
Pembroke Pines, FL

11l•se involved at
NSU will appreciate
where the fee is
going now. The
development of the
Athletic Center will
benefit all students
. and boost our sports
program •

Nandita Koodie
Biology/Pre-med/ Dual
Admission Pharmacy
Sunrise, FL

~rSv,CC

alrfiady attended
and FAU, yet NSU
is far more exciting
than what I expectedl

Sylvia Duluc- Silva
Biology
Miami, FL

Nicole Pezone
Psychology
Buffalo, NY

l l expected more

I love
the campus and

people, and I also feel .··
like a baby because
I've been lost on
campus!

everyone in it! ~~

''

...

Roberto Meneses
Biology/Pre-Med
Westchester, NY

Nio'e place, but
rather quiet. Needs
more people and
some "UMPH" !

',,.

John Ogunlade
Biology
Miami, FL

Sean Hodges
Biology
West Palm Beach, FL

;allege isn't what
I expected. I came
in expecting loads
of homework, but
instead I got tons of
. girls' num_
b ers. Oh
yeah, class is all
right too.

.]' .

Mike DeClue
Biology
Jacksonville, FL

No,J I

thought classes
were going to have
100+ students in an
auditorium, but it's
not. The average
class size is 20
students.

much; I didn't see
myself shooting pool
all day.

~,

-------

,
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Volleyball Player Goreman at NSU .for ·t he Love
of the Game
By Alicia Winslett

Sports Editor

"I love everything about Goreman also has one brother and
volleyball," says Melinda Rachel one sister. "My sister inspires me to
Gorenian, a new freshman on the
play. She was so good, and I wanted
women's volleyball team. Goreman to be just like her."
played volleyball all through high.
Born in Orlando, Goreman
school but says "I didn't start playing later moved to Sarasota. She said
when I was young, but I watched her hometown, "Is basically for
my sister play. I loved to watch and old people, and there's not a lot to
I loved the cheers· the cheerleaders
do there." Attending Booker· High
did. As I got older I loved how they . School in Sarasota, FL, ·she Was
played the game ·and everything- named All State Honorable Mention
about it." .
and District 13 Player ?f the Year in
"The other freshmen girls
2004. She also received the WWSB
seemed like they were really good,"
40 Player of the Week honors in
she said about her choice to come to
2004. She stated, "Our team in high
NSU. "We will have a really good school was pretty good."
team in two or three years, when
Her position on the court is
we are a little older because we are
outside hit. By her senior year on
pretty young right now." She said
the volleyball team, she has some
that the University Center was also
hjgh standards she wants to meet. "I
another incentive for her to come to want to be a national champ and by
NSU because of ho~ nice it will be my senior year we should be able to
for the athletes.
do that," she said.
As a freshman, she ·has
Come out and support your
already decided that she wants to wo~en's volleyball team: they will
be an accounting ,major, and that
be starting their SSC Conference
she hopes to one ,day open her own games on Sunday, September 18,
accounting firm. She also knows that 2005: They will play against Florida
she wants to get her degree but she Southern College at .home at 2 p.m.
wasn't sure about grad school yet.

Melinda Rachel Goreman
Photo by Alicia Winslett

Coach DePalo Hopes
to Lea~ The Knig·h ts to
Conference Champs

Game Br,iefs
NS:U Soccer Te.am Beats N,orthwoo.d
in Season Opeiner

By Greg Kyriakakis

Oa J\upt 2'Jtli the NSU meB's soccer team. defeated Nord);wood

StaffWriter

Coming offofan impressive
start of the season, and DePalo finds
· season last year, the NSU men's
that because of their absence on
soccer team, coached by Giuseppe
the field during pra~tice, it is "hard
DePalo in his seventh year at the
to develop chemistry." Despite
university, is aiming to once again
still "ironing out the kinks," the
become one of the best teams in - team is showing promise, recently
the conference.
winning their first exhibition game
Adding to the returning
against Flagler College by a score
core members of the team are a host
of 3-2.
of new players. DePalo feels that
Setting high standards
the newcomers and veterans make
and goals is an importa~t part of
for a "good mix" and are "adapting
DePalo's coaching strategy. Last
fairly well to learning the system."
season, The Knights won 15 of
The team practices each day of the
20 games, finishing second in
week, save for a single day of rest.
the Sunshine State Conference.
A "high intensify" practice lasting According to DePalo, his squad
one and a half hours to two hours
this year has the potential (O "win
is more beneficial to the team than
the conference." 1he season kicks
longer, less strenuous · workouts,
off Monday, August 29, when
believes DePalo. They provide for
The Knights visit Northwood
"more quality that way by working
lJniversity. The first home game
the whole time."
of the season will be played on
The team does have some
September 9, againstthe University
obstacles to overcome. A few players
of Alabama-Huntsville.
have suffered injuries prior to the

f,,

University in West Fu Beach, FL
Tue inst ioal of tlte game was ma<ie l.y j,tall:ior Jeremf 'Slilten itt ttlae
12rh mtftittte.
•
s·ellltor
• l.rnat£.new
X .~ L
D
I, .1
.
,• . .L
• .
'"l"L
1:•any su,p>pmeu
two
assists
tn
tne wtn.
u1e
1
second g0al was made l>y Jftrolil R.ell\til1ick in the 75 li mintite. It was en.tJttt5a
t-0 keep NtilFtnwood awar frQifill me vict-0ry.
G-0~ inet-0 die hat( NSU w:as in rlae l'¢ad because Norttlawood had
no goals. ~ut in. ti.lie later part of me second k~ Joonas Siikaia seq.red t0
p11;t 4'.b:e te,ams at 1-l.
'When Petry ,save ltemiick tke assist he scor,ed the wi:nllliag g0aA in
tile 7'5"' mis:n:at.e ai,;cl N0nnwood ha.a litO ~ce of catclaiag hack ap.

Yo.fteyb,a111· Team Goes D,own lin the
Opener of 8 ,u ccaneer ln,vitatl,onal
On A~t 27, the women's volley;b:aAil team c0mpeced in £lie
BttccaJ!leer 1nvitati011a:l. The t:eam lo.S't b:otlb. 0f thetr matches :31ainsr
Dowing Colll•e a.tt<l Westet:n W'as.l:.til'\gt:0,n. Uaiversi'ty.
NSU was c!lefeatecl by the Golden lions m tn:eir irst marda.

Dowlmg College.won 3'0-22, 3(1),.,20, 30-2<;). Tuen. NSU cl,roppecl t!he lfllille
to me Vilfi., 3:6-21, 3@-18. 30-21. They fimsaed the t"owrnament 0-2.
Clu:sitina Chiubb le<l NSU widt 16 kils and 5 Woo~. Aa*ea
karrambel h:atil 12 kills and 2 blocks, Ml:<i Dana 'Buss h:acl 11 kills md 5
blocks.
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Women's Volleiball Schedule
Fri
Fri
Fri
Sat
Sat
Wed
Sun
Fri
.Sat
Sun
Wed
Fri
Wed
Fri
Sat
Wed
Fri
Tue
Wed
. Fri
Wed
Fri
Sat
Tue
Thu
Fri
Sat
Fri
Sat
Thu
Thu

09/02/05
7:00PM
09/09/05
12:30 PM
09/09/05
4:30 PM
09/10/05
10:30AM
09/10/05
12:30 PM
09/14/05
5:00 PM
09/18/05
2:00 PM
09/23/05
7:00PM
09/24/05
4:00PM
4:00PM
09/25/05
09/28/05
7:00PM
7:00PM
09/30/05
10/05/05
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
10/07/05
4:00
PM
10/08/05
10/12/05
7:00PM
10/14/05
TBA
10/18/05
7:00 PM
10/19/05
7:00 PM
10/21/05
7:00 PM
5:00 PM
10/26/05
10/28/05
7:00 PM
10/29/05
4:00PM
11/01/05
7:00PM
11/03/05
7:00 PM
11/04/05
7:00 PM
2:00 PM
11/05/05
11/11/05 , 7:00 PM
11/12/05
7:00 PM
11/17/05
TBA
12/01/05
TBA

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Huntsville, Ala.
Huntsville, Ala.
Huntsville, Ala.
Huntsville, Ala.
Miami,Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Miami Shores, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Melbourne, Fla.
Lakeland, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
TBA
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Tampa,Fla.
Saint Leo, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Boca Raton, Fla.
Fort Myers, Fla.
Fort Myers, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
TBA
TBA

Northwood University
University of Southern Indiana
University of West Alabama
Christian Brothers University
University of Alabama-Huntsville
St.Thomas University
Florida Southern Coliege ssc
Saint Leo University ssc
Eckerd College ssc
University of Tampa ssc
Lynn University ssc
Barry University ssc
Rollins Colleqe ssc
Florida Tech ssc
Florida Southern Colleqe ssc Florida Gulf Coast University
Tournament
Northwood University
· Palm Beach Atlantic University
Eckerd Colleqe ssc
St. Thomas University
University of Tampa ssc
Saint Leo University ssc
Barry University ssc
Lynn University ssc
Florida Gulf Coast University
Ashland-University
Rollins College ssc
Florida Tech ssc
NCAA Regionals
NCAA National Championships

-

NAIA
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAAII
NAIA
~CAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAAII .
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAAII
NAIA
NCAAII
NCAAII
NAIA
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAAII

Women's Soccer Schedule
Fri
Sun
Tue
Sat
Tue
Fri
Wed
Sat
Tue
Sat
Sat
Tue
Fri
Sun
Thu
Sat
Tue
Fri
Sun
Sat
Thu

09/02/05
09/04/05
09/06/05
09/10/05
09/13/05
09/16/05
09/21/05
09/24/05
09/27/05
10/01/05
10/08/05
10/11/05
10/21/05
10/23/05
10/27/05
10/29/05
11/01/05
11/11/05
11/13/05
11/19/05
12/01 /05

7:00PM
10:00AM
7:00 PM
4:00PM
7:00PM
3:00PM ,
.
5:00 PM
7:00PM
6:00 PM
5:00 PM
7:00PM
4:00 PM
7:00 PM
12:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

University of North Alabama
Bryant College
Barry University
Florida Tech ssc
Palm Beach Atlantic University
University of Alabama-Huntsville
Barry University ssc
Saint Leo University ssc
Rollins College ssc
Florida Southern College ssc
University of Tampa ssc
Lynn University s....c
Eckerd College ssc
University of North Georgia
Newberry Colllege
Catawba College .
SSC Tournament
NCAA South Region First-Round
NCAA South Region Final
NCAA Quarter-Final ·
NCAA Finals

Home
Home
Home
Melbourne, Fla.
Home
Huntsville, Ala.
.,,
Miami Shores, Fla;
Home
Home
Home
Home
- Boca Raton, Fla.
Saint Petersburg, Fla.
Palm Beach, Fla. (Northwood University)
Newberry, S.C.
Salisbury, N.C.
TBA
. TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
~

I·

NCAAU
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAAII
NCAA I
NCAA
NCAA
NCAA
NCAA
NCAA
NCAA
NCAA

-

,, ,..

~·-

Men's Soccer Schedule
Fri
Mon
Sun
Fri
Sun
Fri
Sun
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Wed
Fri
Tue
Sat
Tue
Fri
Thu

Tue
t ·

Thu
Sat
Sat
Fri

08/26/05 .· 7:00PM
3:00 PM
08/29/05
12:00 PM
09/04/05
7:00PM
09/09/05
3:00PM
09/11/05
7:00PM
09/16/05
1:00 PM
09/18/05
, 7:00 PM
09/21/05
5:00PM
09/24/05
4:00PM
09/28/05
7:00PM
10/01/05
7:00PM
10/05/05
7:00 PM
10/07/05
7:00PM
10/11/05
7:00PM
10/15/05
3:00 PM
10/18/05
7:00PM
10/21/05
7:00PM
10/27/05
TBA
11/0,1 /05
lBA
11/10/05,
TBA
11/12/05
11/19/05
TBA .
TBA
12/02/05

Flori'Ba Atlan.tic University (Exhibition)
Nor!hwood University
Delta State University
University of Alabama-Huntsville
Lincoln Memorial University
New York Tech
Webber International University
Barry University ssc
Saint Leo University ssc
Florida Tech sse
Rollins College ssc
Palm Beach Atlantic University
Bentley College
Florida Southern College ssc
University of Tampa ssc
Lynn University ssc
Embry-Riddle University
Eckerd College soc .
SSC Tournament
NCAA South Region First Round
NCAA South Region Final
NCAA Quarter-Final
NCAA Finals

Home
Palm Beach, Fla.
Cleveland, Miss.
Home
Columbus, Ga.
Home
Home
Miami Shores, Fla.
Home
Melbourne, Fla.
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Boca Raton, Fla.
Home
,St. Petersburg, Fla.

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

·'

,

NCAAI
NAIA
NCAAII
NCAA It
NCAAII
NCAA II
NAIA
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAA II
NCAA II
~CAAII
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II
NAIA .
NCAAH
· NCAA II
NCAA II '
NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAA II

•

'
,..
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Many Newcom:ers Hit
NSU Sports Te.am·s.
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor

Many of NSU's teams that begin their season soon
have chosen a lot of freshman newcomers and transfers.
These teams include: women's volleyball, men's and
)
' d womensgo
) lf· ,mensan
' d womens'
womenssoccer,mensan
cross country, antl men's and women's basketball.
. The women's volleyball team has added 6 new
players and has 7 returning. The new players include:
Emily Carle from Missouri City, Texas, Christina Chubb
from Oakland Park, FL, Andrea Irarrazabal from Pembroke
Pines, FL, Melinda Gorman from Sarasota, FL, Jenny
Fitch from Batavia, Ill, and Megan Nash from HoUywood,
FL. The women's volleyball team will begin home games
on September 2 at 7 p.m. against Northwood University.
The home games will be played at the BCC gym.
Last year, the men's soccer team finished
conference runner-up in the regular season and in the
SSC Tournament. Lynn University will be defending their
SSC Conference Championship this year. The soccer team
will add seven new players and will have sixteen returning
players. The new players include: Adam Majorie from
Dallas, Texas, Mark Fletcher from Blackburn, En,gland,
Kevin Gallagher from East Kilbride, Scotland, Nate
Dunbar from Southbury, Conn., Edouard Mason from
Saint Raphael, France, Christian Benitez from Pembroke
Pines, FL, and.Chad Miller from Casper, Wyo. The men's
soccer team wiU have a home game on September 9, 2005
against the University of Alabama-Huntsville at 7 p.rn.
The women's soccer team endecl at 6-8-1 last
season. This year, they are adcling an outstanding number
of 11 girls t.o the team. New players in.dude Sara Bozorg
from Melbourne, FL, Carolyn Delmofal from Deerfield
~each, FL, Alyssa Ferrmndez firom Pembroke Pines, FL,
Nina Fitmani from Edgewater, Md., Lauren Huffman
from Flower Mound, Texas, Michelle Littke from Scituate,
Mass., Hayley Oligane from New Cumbedarid, Pa.,, and
Lissette Palacio from ~elboutne, FL. The womens 2005
regular season started on Sunday, August 28 against Webber
International University at the NSU Soccer Complex.
Last year the women's golf team finished rartked
fifth in the NCAA Division II rankings. This year they
have added two new golfers that include: Lala Anai from
Belmont, Mass., and Andrea Maldonado from Heroinas,
Bolivia.
The men's golf team won the Sunshine State
Conference Championship. They have added two new
golfers that include: JasQn Mitd1el1 from Herts, England,
and Consta11tin Schwi<trz from. Tegernsee, Germany.
On the women's aoss country team head coach
Bruce McCrea decided to add five new recruits which
include: Bethany Brenkus from Geneva Ohio., Bridget
Haley from Alpharetta, GA, Courtney Clearwaters from
Tampa, FL, Megan Puente from Cooper City, FL, and
Alyssa Reeves from Mrchigan.
On the men's cross country team they added two
new runners: E'Skender Abdalla From Houston, TX, and
Robert Maughan from .Miami, FL
The women's basketball team has decided to add
two newcomers to the record breaking team last year. They
include: Amber ·Bishko from Orlamio, FL and Cherese
Silva from Ft. Myers, FL
The men's basketball team has added four new
pfayers to the team they are: Rhys Martin from Bisbane,
Australia, Tim Coenraad from Brisbane_Australia,, Jesh
Wood from Brighton., Australia, and David Naylo,r from
Melbourne Australia.
The year loqks to be any excirirtg one for sports so
go out and sup.port ail of the NSU athletes at their games
and tournaments!

New Volleyball Coach Has
High Hopes for Team
By Alicia Wmslett
Sports Editor

NSU's women's volleyball team will
be led this year by new head coach Melissa
Batie.
The volleyball team started early this
year. "All the girls were here and we started
practicing on August 8. We had two practices
a day, and now that school has started we
have one practice a day," said Ririe Coach
Batie is excited in leading the very talented
volleyball team. They have six new players
that have come to NSU to contribute to
the team, one of which is a transfer from
another school. They also have seven
returning players. The new players include:
Emily Carle fro)ll Missouri City, Texas,
Christina Chubb from Oakland Park, FL,
Andrea Irarrazabal from Pembroke Pines,
FL, Melinda Gorman from Sarasota, FL,
Jenny Fitch from Batavia, Ill, and Megan
Nash from Hollywood, FL. Batie said,
"The girls are getting along very well and we
are meshing as a team, and it's great so early
in the year. Everything is looking positive
for us, and I think we are in good position
this year."
,
This year Barry will be defending
their NCAA championship, and the

preseason poll favors them to win the SSC
Volleyball Title. The league's head volleybaU
coaches and sports information.directors did
the voting for this poll. Barry was 34-1 and
16-0 in the SSC conference in 2004. Batie
said, "our conference is really strong and we
. have our work cut out for us. We are very
talen~ed though and I look for contributions
from all returning and new players."
New head coach Melissa Batie not
· only has a background in coaching, but
she also played volleyball. She was born in
Detroit and raised in Miami. Batie played
high school volleyball in Pleasanton, CA,
then went to Southern Mississippi. She
graduated in 1991, and was a two-year
letter winner for the Golden Eagles. Batie
also acquired team MVP two years in a
row. Before coming to NSU Batie was an
assistant coach at Wake Forest University
since January 2003.
The volleyball team started their
· season on August 26 in Miami Shores, FL
against Dowling College. Their first home game will be at the BCC gymnasium on .
.. September 2 at 7 p.m. against Northwood
University.

Player Profile - Mark Fletcher
What do you love most about
soccer?- "I love being a part of a
team and it's also an outlet for me
·to express my competitive nature."
Favorite quote- "I may not always
succeed, but I will always deserve
to succeed." -Johnny Wilkinson
. What do you want to get out
of your time here at NSU?"Academically I want to achieve
my best and get a masters degree
in something like psychology, and
athletically I want to use this as a
stepping stone into my professional
soccer career."
·
Name- Mark Fletcher

Sport- Men's Soccer #5
Position- Center Defender

Age- 18
Height/Weight- 6' 3' / l 80lbs
~ajor- Undecided
Hometown- Blackburn, England

.

What made you choose NSU?- "I
came here to play soccer, and
it wds a good chance to travel
and experience a new culture."

Pre-collegiate achievements- "I
was coaches player of the year, All
County Player, the captain of my
under l 9yrs England Independent
Schools Futbol Association (ISFA)
and Cup Champions of the ISFA."
Role model- "John Terry, he plays
soccer for Chelsea F.C. in England,
I really admire him."
Aside from soccer?- "I came into
school with a High School GPA of
4.0, was the president of my HS,
and won a medal for.All around
Contribution to School Community.
I did track and field for my high
school and received 3rd place in
the long jump in nationals."

~
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Ii You Know Nothing Aboutlraq
By Nicolle Garber

i
I

.

· or condemn the "war" in Iraq.
we are stuck in figurative
How could this be? What quicksand: Nuclear Bombs?
I woke up early one morning
is happening? These , people No, because otherwise we
because someone left .the door to
sounded ridiculously ignorant! ·
would be in North Korea.
my room wide open, allowing the
"Maybeit'sjustthefirstfew _Oil? Possibly, but weren't we
living ·room lights to awaken me.
callers," I thought optimistically.
going to devastate the Alaskan
It was about 6:30 am, and since I
One lady gave a few, wilderness for that reason. Is
would be waking up around seven
rational opinions as to why she it for the protection of our
anyways, I decided to watch Cdid not support the conflict in American freedom? Get real.
Span because it is important to
Iraq.
Maybe if our national defenses
know what . goes on outside the
But that was it.
were strongly developed in the
walls of our daily ordinary lives.
The rest of comments were first place, we wouldn't even
"Ah, what a lovely way to
the same moronic verbalizations as be in this position.
start the day," I thought to myself, as
before. !could not take it anymore.
I feel we are there
. the topic appeared and the glaring,
, The constant redundancy from solely because our ego was
white words read "Democrats who
American callers strangled me, bruised and someone was
do and do not support the war in
causing me to ·convulse in such a feeling a tad vindictive. But of
Iraq."
grotesque manner that if someone course, there is much, much
;
As usual, _ a certain .
!
walked in at that moment they more to that than I could
demographic was asked to call in
surely fled in horror.
,possibly comprehend.
I and give their opinions regarding would have
"These
people
need
Whose fault is it then,
the topic. I thought to myself,
a lesson in international and as to why these people seemed
! "Yes, an opportunity to discover the
I
government policy! They need to uneducated in something so
intellectual opinions of Democratic
watch
more news and ... and ... " important? Maybe it is too
1
Americans who actually pay
suddenly, I stopped.
early to articulate on such a
1
. attention to the conflict in Iraq!"
How
could
anyone topic. And I'm not targeting
·l (I say conflict because the congress
possibly be well informed when a certain demographic. I
! has not declared war since WWII).
no one is really sure why we are am simply trying to say that
.
.
I was so very, very wrong.
. d
even in Iraq? I feel that we can't everyone in general needs to
The fi rst call er w h me .
really fully understand what is pay more attention to what
The second caller complained. The
going on because most people are is really happening outside
· third caller talked about his life as
misinformed or not informed at of o'u r houses, outside of our
Bible-loving man. Oddly enough,
all.
'
state borders and outside of
no one provided reasons to support
our·mundane
lives.
So let us guess as to why
StaffWriter

Dear NSU Community,

Normally, I would write some kind
of "Welcome B;ick'' column for returning
students, with a little bit of "Welcome to
NSU" thrown in for those experiencing
their first semester here. But by this time,
·. everyone has probably read more of that
kind of thing than they want to, and my
adding my own welcome wouuld be a bit
reduntant.
Not that I don't believe in
welcoming people- I just don't think this
entire space needs to be devoted to k
· Beyond that though, I do want
to point out that comparatively, NSU
is a very' friendly campus. I was visiting
another campus over the summer to help
out a friend who worked there, and spent
a lot of time walking around the first part
of the day.
·
Now, I generally smile at most of
the people I pass, but that day I was making
an extra effort to smile at everyone and
even sometimes say hello. After an hour
of getting no response, though, I started
counting how many people I passed. I
managed to count up to 60 people who
made brief eye contact and then looked
away without so much of an upward
turning of the corner of ~e mouth after
I greeted them, and by then I was so
frustrated that I gave it up as a bad job.
I mentioned this to the friend I
was helping out; and he just said "That's
the way it is here."
Later, I did the same experiment
at NSU. Almost everyone on this campus
at least smiled, and a few even said hello.
I supposed it's because we're a bit more
community-minded here, but it could be
any number of other things as well.
I mentioned a similar topic in a
I
note I wrote last year, but at that point
it was more of a "Hey, smile at people!"
I
sort of message. I have .to say that it was
.
'
probably raining the day that I did the first
'
count and wrote that slightly frustrated
article, because everyone's enthusiasm as
of late has been astounding.
So everyone, while I'm not officially
writing a welcome letter, do consider this
my version of a welcome. Hopefully we'r~
heading into a great year, and everyone . '!
will have a good reason to smile.
I, ·

I

I.
I

1

I
I

I

I
I

Sincerely,

I'

I

rlti4/ea 1lan"71064e

I
I
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By Alaina Siminovsky

Some returning students, as
well as new students who were given the
impression by their orientation leaders
that this year's campus experience would
be different from past years are certainly
in for some changes.
First, the SGA office has moved
to the Athletics and Student Affairs
building; the Senate and the Executive
Board have both pledged to be more
accessible through due to mandatory
office hours either in the SGA ofltce or
elsewhere on campus. These individuals
are here to.serve you- it's your mon~y that
they appropriate to dubs to hold events
on campus- ifyou want something done,
please let them know.
There is, however, another way

Wh,ere are We?:The New·Nsu
that NSV has changed this year. Those Wood was the most amazing program
of you who are returning students may that l have ever seen on this campus.
know exactly what I am talking about. Way to go Jocelyn, who happens to
Was anyone else surprised to come be the SGA Campus Entertainment
back to campus to see that there was Director.
I, for one, feel like the
an amazing amount of people loattng
around just enjoying the campus? campus has completely transformed
When I got here it made me feel like itself. Ybs, the con~truction is getting
I was on a 'real' campus. ln the past, a little ridiculous,, but just think about
people have joked that NSU is not a how great it wrlil be in years to co.me.
real campus, but this year the dean's A lot of us feel like we won't be here
office and the SGA are doing a great to see the rewards of the stress from
job proving all of the doubters wrong. the consuuction, but NSU will gain
I mean, Parker finally has food in the presti~!tl and then your degree is worth
lobby. People look like they're enjoying more in the work force. When I get to
campus, sometimes I feel like I don'.t
themselves all over campus.
In another turn of events, Got know where I am. I mean, I walked

into the new bookstore and almost
had a heart attack! What a change!
I had flashbacks to when I went to
school in Boston- the bookstore
looked like a 'real' bookstore.
For those of you who just
got to NSU, be thankful- everything
that is changing here is changing
· for the better. I hope you who are
more seasoned students can enjoy
the changes; they really are amazing.
If you're looking to get involved on
campus- I have a feeling that student
llfe will be blossoming- contact
individual clubs or the Office of
Student Activities and Leadership
Development and get involved.

A Minor Problem With Sex
By Nicolle Garber ·
StaffWriter

In third grade (well, maybe
it was fourth), I remember that as I
stood in line with my fellow students
waiting to go lunch, one boy in my
class named Jason (who was considered
a delinquent) went up _to each person
and asked; '.'are you a virgin?" At that
time, I had no idea what a virgin was.
Was it a person, or a nerd, or someone
who peed their bed at night? Surely I
did not wet my bed, but I hesitated
and went along with what my friends'
answers were: "yes."
Years later · I learned what
a virgin was - and to think that in
third or fourth ·grade, a subject so
mature was touched upon at such a
young and innocent age! Through my
experiences with younger kids (and
. once being young and overhearing
sexual conversations from fellow nine
year olds), it is not hard for me to
acknowledge that some six- or sevenyear-olds are familiar with oral sex
and the term Kama Sutra.
When I was about nine, I
was in gymnastics camp surrounded

by kids my age and slightly older. kids are not smart enough to work
In the middle of exercising, one girl remote controls, but they can.
whispered to everyone, "A girl I know
All these memories came
had sex with this older guy for seven _ back to me when I saw the moyie
Tamagotchis!" Everyone broke into a· The 40-Year Old Virgin, which was
childish laughter until the instructor enormously hilarious and extremely
told us to shut up and cartwheel.
sexual and vulgar. Surprisingly though,
For anyone who knows what the theatre was filted with pubescent
a "Tamagotchi" is, they will recall that minors who snuck in and giggled at
it was the hottest toy of the '90s and the crude jokes and ~xplicit scenes
every girl had to have one. Of course, throughout the movie. This unnerved
even though I was quite young, I have · me. These kids were probably .15 or
always been impervious to nonsense 16, or possibly younger. Even some
and refused to believe such a story.
parent~ I observed brought in their
It is quite frightening though, children, who looked no older than
for those who could never imagine a 13.
seven year old talk about the hardcore
I wondered how a 13- or 14porn they "accidentally'' saw on their year-old could possibly understand
parents' television.
and contemplate such a ·mature
Incidentally,
that
same subject. Ironically, the subject was
experience happened to me, and that doused with humor, but sex is
is how I found out about the vast and essentially not always a joke. That is_
unfathomable world of sex. With my when I thought, "Is our youth too
jaw dropped opened, I quickly turned sexually advanced?" I'd say, "Yes, they
off the television . and went to my are."
· room.
Walking out of the movie
We tend to think that little theatre, I _observed more kids, even

a young; very young couple making
out three rows behind mine. They
were obviously too horny to the
watch the end of the movie. This
annoyed me as well. How could our
youth ever learn to love when all they
are learning is how to have sex?
· I fear they will be led
astray into false relationships with
irrevocable mistakes. I fear that they
will search for sex in all the wrong
places: the dubs, the bars, the streets.
I fear that they will view sex as a game
with no serious consequenc~s.
It is all a learning process
though. Eventually they will mature,
and hopefully people will realize that
when they are · in a mature movie
and there are 12-year-olds in the
seats laughing at misplaced breasts,
com:ical erections, and hardcore
porn, that it is scary to view the youth
·acting so old. They will think, "They
are too young for this!" · But then
again, they themselves committed
such a harmless crime a long, long
time ago.
~
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Once you become a fully registered member of The Knight, every time a new issue
hits the stand, you will receive a notice directly to your in box along with full links to
each featured article in that issue.
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Dining Services

Welcomes
You Back To Campus!
NSU Dining Seivices offers 8 A\VESO:ME locations on the main campus.
See below for our locations and hours of operation.
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NEW things with NSU Dining Services
This Fall NSU Dining Services opened a C3 Express in the lobby of the Parker Building. The C3 Express
offers convenience consisting of ready-to-eat snacks, salads, sandwiches and beverages
· (includirtg We Proudly Brew Starbuck's Coffee).

Boar' s Head is on campus. This Fall we opened a Boar's Head sandwich counter at our HPD Cafe
location. Come by and have a Boat's Head Sandwich, a name you know!

COMING SOON!! Boar's Head at Connections Cafe
Monty's Caf6 located in the Carl DeSantis building is now open LATE.
Come by and check out the NEW LATE NIGHT MENU!
Monday- Friday until 9:00 p.m.
(Einstein Bros Bagels closes at 6:30 p.m.).

.

Make Life Easy. Sign up for an Optional Declining
Balance.
.

.

TAX FREE PURCHASES
WORKS LIKE A DEBIT CARD
NEVER Ex-PIRES
· REFUNDABLE
To sign up for a Declining Balance Account please visit the Campus Card Seivices office located in the
Horvitz Administration Building to fill out a Dining Seivices contract. Or for more information regarding a
Declining Balance Account please _call (954) 262-5300 or visit our website at www.nsudining.com.

,-------------------------------------------------------------$1.00
PIZZA TOGO
$1.00

,--------------------------------------------1
I
I
I

at Rosenthal Dining Hall

I
I

One Dollar off your next PIZZA TO GO .order.
Valid only for PIZZA TO GO at Rosenthal DiQing Hall.
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
(exp. December 18, 2005)

I

I
I
I
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'--------------------------------------------------------------~

Bring A Guest!
Purchase one lunch and receive one
FREE LUNCH'for a friend who is a
non-declining balance meal plan holder.
Valid only at Rosenthal Dining Hall.
Mu~t present coupon at time of purchase .
(exp. December 18, ·2005)

